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Learning from our readers
Content must be crafted within a context. In order to be effective mediabased communicators, we need to
know more than just what we want
to say. It’s not enough to merely cover
the content. In order to design an
impactful experience that resonates
with an audience, it is a prerequisite
that we first have an understanding of
the wants, needs, interests and experiences of that specific audience.
Without that understanding, an otherwise well-crafted production might
fail to deliver the intended message. As
Stephen Covey identified in his classic
book, “The Seven Habits of Highly
Effective People,” in order to be highly
effective, it is wise to begin with the
end in mind. In video production, this
means making creative decisions —
scripting, locations, graphic styles, music options and edit pacing — with the
tastes and preferences of the viewer in
mind. You must cater to your target audience not merely as an afterthought,
but from the outset.
Consider, for example, a simple fire
safety video. Without knowing anything about the viewing audience, the
production would need to stay middleof-the-road in appeal. It may come
across as bland, not really appealing
to any particular demographic. How
might the producer’s creative choices
change, however, knowing this particular video would be played at a middle
school assembly? Or at a community
center to educate senior citizens living
alone? The differing style preferences,
attention spans, vocabularies, musical
tastes and life contexts should have a
drastic influence over the approach.
Knowing your audience changes how
you write, shoot and edit. Understanding your audience is incredibly important to communicating effectively.
Because of this reality, Videomaker
conducts an annual survey to give us
insight into our readership. We look at
the valuable input you have provided
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and apply changes to the way our website is set up, the type of content we
cover and the resources we offer. The
information we gather helps us craft
content that meets the specific needs
and interests of you, our reader.
Here are some key reader statistics
that we found interesting: More than
53% of our readers are actively working in the video production industry.
61% of readers shoot both photos
and video. More than 35% use DSLRs
or mirrorless cameras. Perhaps not
surprisingly these days, more respondents use mobile devices than cinema
cameras; 13% using smartphones or
tablets to capture video versus 7% using cinema cameras. 75% have been
making videos for at least 6 years, and
75% have been following Videomaker
for at least 3 years.
Our desire is to deliver content that
applies to you in a practical way. Our
annual survey helps inform our decisions as we seek to inform, instruct
and inspire you, our reader. Thank you
to those who provided these insights.
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Matthew York is Videomaker's Publisher/Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=7203008
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Sony Xperia 5

Sony Xperia 5

by Chris Monlux

10-bit video in a
smartphone

Sony

www.sonymobile.com/

STRENGTHS
• Three separate cameras and
sensors
• Color Look options
WEAKNESSES
• Odd aspect ratio when shooting
video with Cinema Pro
SUMMARY
The Sony Xperia 5 is a video-centric
smartphone with three lenses and
three different sensors. It can capture
10-bit video internally in wide aspect
4K. It has a great low price, but won’t
be replacing your dedicated camera
any time soon.
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RECOMMENDED USERS
• Casual Video Production
• Online Video Production

$800
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T

his is not your typical smartphone review. We will be solely
discussing the video features of the
phone. The quality and capabilities of
a smartphone’s camera are some of
consumers’ top reasons they choose
one phone over another. Therefore,
we are going to explore the camera of
the Xperia 5 through the glasses of an
experienced video professional. Let’s
get started.
The Sony Xperia 5 is a special
smartphone with a focus on video
features. Its inclusion of Venice Color
Science, unique to the Sony Xperia lin,
and 10-bit H.265 (HVEC) video makes
it stand out. Plus, it has three separate
lenses, each with its own differentsized sensor. Sony presented the Xperia 5 as the culmination of the knowledge they’ve gained making cameras
— packaged as a smartphone.

Three lenses,
three sensors

The Xperia 5 camera module has
three different lenses with different focal lengths, plus each lens has
its own sensor. Starting with the
wide-angle of 16mm, it uses a 1/3.4inch sensor and offers a maximum
VIDE O MAKER >>> JAN U ARY - FEBRU ARY 2020
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shutter in shutter angle and has full
manual control of the ISO. Plus, it
provides manual control of the white
balance. The app also allows you to
control the focus manually — if you
dare. We wouldn’t recommend it, but
more on that later.
The Venice CS look is the default
look when using the Cinema Pro app.
It looks flat like a log profile but isn’t
really. Other than the color, there isn’t
much gained in the image from shooting in it, but it does look good. The
bigger benefit is manual control over
the exposure and shooting in H.265.
There are eight total looks to choose
from, but half of them are very specific
and wouldn’t work for most shooting.
However, we did like four of them. Venice CS was our favorite with Opaque,
Bright and Soft falling just behind.

The screen

One of the best parts of the phone is
its screen. Powered by CineAlta, the
quality of the screen is great. It has an
OLED screen with a 2520 x 1080 resolution. The 21:9 aspect ratio means
cinematic content goes edge-to-edge.

AF expectations

The advanced eye-tracking autofocus
offered in the Xperia 5 works very
well; however, it’s not available when
shooting video. When shooting stills,
the shutter can be controlled by a
smile meter that will capture an image
when the subject smiles. This is a fun
idea, but a very large smile is required
to activate the feature. For some their
normal smile will trigger the shutter,
but other people will have to smile
much larger than they do naturally.
When it comes to video, the autofocus tracking works well. In fact, the
manual focus control is so clunky that
we would recommend using AF for all
shooting with the Xperia 5. We found
it hard to find the right focus point
when shooting manual focus. Plus, the
focus was by sliding a finger upon a
control on the screen. When trying to

manually control the focus, we often
shook the camera, affecting the shot.
What manual focus control gives you,
however, is the ability to do a rack
focus between two pre-designated
points. It allows you to choose a start
and finish point of the focus. Although clunky, we applaud the inclusion of manual focus control.

Low light performance

We started out with the desire to
discover how noisy the image was at
each ISO, but we also wanted to know
whether the larger sensor size of the
26mm camera would offer any difference in low-light performance when
shooting video on the Xperia 5. Off
the bat, when looking at any footage
shot at any ISO at any focal length,
there is some noise. Is it bad? No, but
this is one of the biggest drawbacks of
shooting with sensors this small.

WE SAW 8 STOPS OF
DYNAMIC RANGE WHEN
SHOOTING WITH THE
VENICE CS LOOK.
To test the ISO noise levels, we shot
each camera ISO at every stop to see
at what point noise enters the image.
The aims was to find the highest ISO
one could shoot without a distracting
amount of noise. None of the three
cameras offer any difference in noise
performance. They all start off with
noise, but the level of noise does not
change significantly until shooting
over ISO 500. Because of this, we
would feel comfortable shooting up to
ISO 500 for the best picture quality.

Dynamic range

We put the dynamic range of the
Xperia 5 to the test with our DSC Labs
Xyla 21 chart. The chart allows us to
more accurately measure the dynamic
range of the camera.
V I D E O M AKE R > > > J ANUAR Y - F E B R UAR Y 2 0 2 0

We saw 8 stops of dynamic range
when shooting with the Cinema Pro
app in the Venice CS Look regardless of what camera was used. When
shooting using the camera app, a stop
less dynamic range was observed
in UHD 4K. To put that into some
context, we saw no difference in the
Apple iPhone 11 Pro’s dynamic range
when changing resolution.

Image detail
and sharpness

The color reproduction in the video
from the Xperia 5 is great; however,
we were not impressed with the image detail and sharpness. More than
just a focal point choice, the image
had less detail when compared to the
iPhone 11 Pro. When we observed
this, we wanted to see if we were able
to challenge the deficit in sharpness
and detail. Any addition of sharpness
to the image resulted in a sharper
image but with a side effect of an
increase in noise. Post-processing
would be required to match the detail
and sharpness of the image from the
iPhone 11 Pro.

Still lacks ease-of-use
compared to a
dedicated camera

The standard camera app is very typical and simple to use, but it lacks the
manual control offered by the Cinema
Pro app. Because of this, we found
ourselves using the Cinema Pro app
the majority of the time when shooting video with the Xperia 5. It’s what
makes the Xperia phones unique.
However, the app requires more steps
to change some of the settings. For instance, to change the resolution from
ultra-wide 4K to ultra-wide 2K, we had
to create a new project.
Though a bit cumbersome, this does
mean you can return to your project
later to return to those settings. This
is good in some situations when you
want to bounce around from different
resolutions, frame rates or the Looks.
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Sony Xperia 5

TECH SPECS

Operating System: Android 9.0 Pie
Memory: 6 GB
Chipset: Qualcomm Snapdragon855
CPU:

FM Radio: No
Rear Camera Wide: 12 MP 1/2.6″

• 2.84 GHz Kryo 485 Single-Core

with 52mm f/2.4 Lens

Ultra-Wide: 12 MP 1/3.4″ Sensor

• 1.78 GHz Kryo 485 Quad-Core

with 16mm f/2.4 Lens

Output)

Flash Media Slot: 1 x microSDXC
SIM Card Slots: 1 x Nano SIM
Wi-Fi: Yes, Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac)
Bluetooth: Bluetooth 5.0 + LE
NFC: Yes
GPS: Yes
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However, say you want to just change
the resolution and nothing else, you
still need to have a different project.
The resolution, frame rate and look
changes all require a new project.
Another example of the difficulty
of the interface is turning on and off
AF function. Say we are in manual
focus and want to go to AF, to do this,
we have to click on the auto button,
then click on a gear icon, then click
on Autofocus button in the menu and
turn it on. Although this is a few steps,
it’s not bad, however, if you don’t then
choose the set button afterward, the
camera will not change to AF mode.
It’s the same process in reverse to
change back to manual focus.

Balance of the phone

The Xperia 5 feels great in the hand,
and one of the buttons on the exte-
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Telephoto: 12 MP 1/3.4″ Sensor

• 2.42 GHz Kryo 485 Triple-Core

GPU: Adreno 640
Storage: 128 GB
Display Size: 6.1″
Native Resolution: 2520 x 1080
Display Colors: 16.0 Million
Aspect Ratio: 21:9
Display Technology: OLED
Screen Coating: Gorilla Glass 6
Ports: 1 x USB 3.1 – Type C (Input/

contents

Sensor with 26mm f/1.6 Lens

Wide Angle: Phase-Detect Autofocus
Telephoto: Phase-Detect Autofocus
Video Recording: UHD 4K at up to
30 fps, 1080p at up to 60 fps
Slow Motion Recording: 120fps in
1080p

tention. The Apple iPhone 11 Pro and
the Samsung Galaxy S10. The iPhone
11 Pro is $1,000, $200 more than the
Xperia 5. It has three cameras: 13mm,
26mm and 52mm.
The next is the Samsung Galaxy
S10 at $930. That’s $130 more than
the Xperia 5. It has a 16 MP 12mm,
12 MP 26mm and 12 MP 52mm camera. The cameras, like the Xperia 5

and Save up to 76% off the Newsstand Price

THE SONY XPERIA 5 IS
NOT THE ONLY THREECAMERA SMARTPHONE
OUT THERE.

Front Camera Wide: 8 MP 1/4″
Sensor with 24mm f/2.0 Lens

Video Recording: 1080p at up to
30 fps

Water Resistance IP Rating: IP68
Internal Battery: Lithium-Ion

are in a line, however, they are across
the top, rather than down the body
of the phone.

Final thoughts
and recommendation

rior turns into a shutter button when
in camera mode. As a phone, it fits
nicely in the hand, regardless of the
size of the hand.
One thing to note is that the
cameras are in line, not grouped
together in a square or triangle. We
bring this up because when we shot
off a DJI Osmo Mobile 3 from the
16mm we caught the gimbal in the
frame. When we adjusted the gimbal
to move the phone to not catch the
gimbal in the frame, balancing the
gimbal was not possible. It’s not the
end of the world, but it is something
to be aware of.

We were hoping that the Sony Xperia 5 and its video-centric feature set
would show us that the capabilities
of a smartphone can compete with
the quality of a dedicated camera.
Although we wouldn’t see someone
using this phone in lieu of an interchangeable-lens camera or a camera
with a large image sensor, the image
is nice. Plus, when you consider
that most people always carry their
phones with them, the convenience
and great creative control the Xperia
5 offers makes it a great option
when you don’t have a dedicated
camera to shoot with.
In situations where the user only
has a smartphone, the Xperia 5 gives
a nice enough image that it could
be used in most cases. We liked the
phone, its monitor and the three cameras. It has a great image and would
be a great choice for video-centric
smartphone users.

What else is out there?

Chris Monlux Videomaker’s Multimedia Editor

(3330.0 mAh)

Dimensions (W x H x D): 2.8 x 6.6 x
0.3″ / 72.0 x 167.0 x 8.2 mm
Weight: 5.86 oz / 166 g

The Xperia 5 is not the only threecamera smartphone out there. In fact,
outside of the larger Xperia 1, there are
two others we want to bring to your atVIDE O MAKER >>> JAN U ARY - FEBRU ARY 2020

You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72029881

Beef up your video
production skills

for as little as $1.39 an Issue
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FXHome HitFilm Pro 13

FXHome
HitFilm
Pro 13

New Features in HitFilm
Pro version 13

by Sky Scholfield

Powerful yet
accessible
Company Name

www.fxhome.com/hitfilm-pro

STRENGTHS
• Powerful Compositing capabilities
• Non-subscription based model
• Thriving online community
• Aggressive Update schedule
WEAKNESSES
• No XML or AAF compatibility
• Does not have an expressions
equivalent
• Slightly longer render times
• No Multicam editor
SUMMARY
HitFilm Pro is a relatively new editing/visual effects software that,
with it’s combined cost, abilities and
express+add-on model, proves to be
a very strong contender in its field.
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RECOMMENDED USERS
• Narrative filmmaking
• Marketing video production
• Online video production

$349
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f you are already familiar with
HitFilm Pro you know it is a powerful video editing software that fills
the role of both non-linear editor and
visual effects generators. After the
release of what FXHome calls a ‘significant’ upgrade, we are taking a look
at some of the new features in HitFilm
Pro 13 and how updates from the past
several years have made it one of the
top contenders for professional and
(simultaneously) entry-level video editors and visual effects designers
In one program, users can cut
scenes together and composite intricate shots featuring everything from
color correction to motion tracking.
HitFilm Pro, made by FXHome, has
advanced tremendously over the past
few years. It’s now among some of the
best video editing software available
for several key reasons.

What makes HitFilm Pro
stand out?

First, it’s non-subscription based model provides an alternative to Adobe’s
Creative Cloud subscription model. It’s
free-to-use express version also allows
users to start producing professional
material at no cost. Users can pick
and choose effects they would like
to purchase individually or in packs.
This gives new users a chance to add
VIDE O MAKER >>> JAN U ARY - FEBRU ARY 2020
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FXHome has added many updates and
bug fixes to HitFilm Pro’s version 13,
below are some of the more interesting updates.
New 3D Camera Tracker by
Foundry software: First and foremost,
version 13 integrates a much anticipated 3D camera tracker made by Foundry
into HitFilm Pro. Foundry’s technology
has been used in some of the biggest
studio films in recent years. Titles
include “Star Wars,” “Jurassic Park,”
“Avengers” and the “Terminator” films,
just to name a few. Although HitFilm
Pro already features a planar tracker
called MochaHitFilm (which has been
upgraded to ver. 6.0.3 with this update),
Foundry’s 3D tracker boasts a more
sophisticated algorithm that helps
configure ground planes, solve shots
and generate previews even faster than
ever before.
Track locking: It is now possible
to lock tracks on the editor timeline
and in the composite shot timeline.
Locking tracks is a key feature when
editing a large number of different
tracks. It prevents accidentally moving
something out of place.
Masking from the editor: Masking no longer requires creating and
switching to a composite shot. This
speeds up the process of applying effects with a mask.
LUT strength slider: LUTs or Lookup Tables are a great way to quickly
get a ‘look’ for your footage. More
properly, they can help recreate the
color profile of a specific film stock or
video color gamut. Now, you can easily adjust the intensity of an applied
LUT in HitFilm Pro.
Ribbon bar update: The ribbon bar
now provides information on what updates are available.
New Tone Coloring Effect: The new
Tone Color effect provides color controls in a new and improved interface
allowing for fine tonal range adjustments.

Includes motion tracking tools

Remove Stock Background effect:
You can now simply remove black or
white backgrounds with the Background Remove Tool. This speeds up
the process of adding particle-like
clips to composite shots.
Mocha HitFilm update: Mocha
HitFlim has now been updated to version 6.0.3. The motion tracking tool
remains in the software despite the
addition of the Foundry 3D Camera
Tracker. Mocha excels in stabilization
and still features tools beneficial to
editors alongside Foundry’s Tracker.
Highpass Sharpen: Originally made
for FXHome’s Imerge Pro, version 13
adds a Highpass Sharpen effect to
HitFilm Pro to help sharpen video if
called for.
Fill color effect update: Prior to
this update, the Fill Color effect did
not default to one hundred when
opened up. That meant adjustments
had to be made each and every time if
a full fill was your default preference.
File handling improvements:
With the help of user feedback,
HitFilm Pro improved file support.
The software now supports files with
multiple audio streams and MP3 files
with multiple ID3 tags. Version 13 also
improved support for H.264, Cineform, MP4 and MP3 media.
V I D E O M AKE R > > > J ANUAR Y - F E B R UAR Y 2 0 2 0

4K FPS update: HitFilm Pro now
supports 60 fps 4K footage.

Editor’s Note:
New in version 14

Since our review period concluded,
FXHome has released HitFilm Pro
14, which adds new support for After
Effects plug-ins from Red Giant and
Video Copilot.

Diving deeper into
HitFilm Pro

HitFilm Pro is modular, allowing you
to set up your working environment
however you would like. It comes with
seven default workspaces for 360 editing, audio, color, compositing, editing,
organizing and all panels. Its overall
look is very sleek and somewhat
reminiscent of Adobe premiere. That’s
not to say that HitFilm Pro is derivative.
However, it will be familiar if you have
already worked in Premiere, After Effects or any other modular editing software. In that way, it’s intuitive and easy
for someone to jump right in and start
using it immediately after installing.

contents

Stand-out features

As stated before, the stand-out feature
is the fact that you can switch seamlessly between editing and apply-
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FXHome HitFilm Pro 13

FXHome HitFilm Pro 13

TECH SPECS

Minimum system requirements:
Apple: macOS 10.14 Mojave, 10.13 High Sierra or OS X 10.12 Sierra
Windows: Microsoft Windows 10 (64-bit), Microsoft Windows 8 (64-bit)
Internet connection: Required for online activation
Processor: 4th Generation Intel® Core™ Processors or AMD equivalent.
RAM: 4GB (8 GB Recommended)
Graphics card:
• NVIDIA GeForce 600 (Kepler) series (2012)
• AMD Radeon R5 240 (2013)

Editing view

• Intel HD Graphics 5000 (GT3) (2013)
• Video memory 1 GB minimum (2GB or more required for 4K UHD.

ing advanced video effects without
changing programs. Immediately after
cutting scenes, you can create a composite shot filled with special effects.
There’s no need to wait for another
program to start up. This allows editors to speed up their workflow and
save resources while editing. It also
saves money with the purchase of
only a single program.

Who is HitFilm Pro for?

HitFilm Pro’s extremely flexible
payment options allow a range of
different users to get the most out of
their purchase. Professional users can
install the robust library of tools from
the start. At the same time, beginners can get their foot in the door
without having to worry about high
up-front costs. For professionals, the

types and can export into just as
many. The software supports the
Alpha channel and offers nearly
all of the same transparency blend
modes as Premiere or Final Cut. It
only excludes several less used blend
types such as Linear Burn, Vivid Light,
Pin Light and Hard Mix. All of those
blend mode effects can be achieved in
HitFilm Pro simply by modifying one
of the overlaying images.

full HitFilm Pro suite includes over
eight hundred effects, animation tools,
motion tracking and particle generators. This costs a one-time payment of
$349. That includes twelve months of
software updates, technical support
and three licenses that can be installed and run simultaneously.
If that amount is cost-prohibitive,
FXHome’s HitFilm Express allows anyone to download and use HitFilm free
of charge, minus a few features. Tool
and Effect add-ons can then be purchased and added individually, many
with prices starting as low as $10.

Testing HitFilm Pro 13’s
full capabilities

To begin, HitFilm Pro supports most
common audio, video and image

Editing and VFX tools in one program

Everything in HitFilm Pro works
similarly to Adobe Premiere or Final
Cut Pro. In the editing view, HitFilm
Pro shows a media window on the
left-hand side stacked on top of an effects panel. Two viewer windows rest
atop a timeline where video files can
be stacked on atop one another above
the audio timeline. HitFilm Pro now
supports up to 8K video all the way
down to the smallest video resolution
anyone in their right mind would use.
When testing the software on a modest mobile workstation (2.6GHz Intel i7
CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960M, 8 GB
RAM, HDD) the program ran smoothly
while scrubbing through 4K video
footage playing back at full resolution.
When overlaying HD clips on top of
one another, HitFilm Pro didn’t start
glitching or skipping frames until we
added the fifth or sixth clip. And that
was with all clips blended together and
playing back at full resolution. The
timeline and preview window seemed
able to handle quite a load before skipping, even on a laptop set-up.

Getting started

When starting up HitFilm Pro for the
first time, users are directed to the
landing page showing up-to-date videos and playlists with tricks, tips and
techniques for creating a variety of different genres of film and video. This
provides editors with creatively inspiring materials and resources to learn
the basics of the software.
Because HitFilm Pro looks and
operates like other video editing
software, though, intermediate and
advanced users should be able to
jump right in without having to learn
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everything from scratch. This landing page also links to a user manual
on FXHome’s website and an active
community forum. If the manual
doesn’t answer one of your questions,
the forum is full of helpful users and
FXHome staff.

Rendering

After dropping a few HD files onto the
timeline, adding some text, tracking
that text to the video movement and
overlaying another HD file on top of
a crawling text layer I set this twominute sequence to render. With an
overlay, text and some effects, the
render took about five minutes, two
minutes longer than the same render
out of Adobe Premiere Pro. Although
the difference between them is slight
with this clip length, longer exports
may see relatively longer export times
in HitFilm Pro. Because the default
export method is an export queue,
however, it is very simple to set your
film or video to export, move back to
the edit window and continue working without having to fire up another
program like Media Encoder.

Improvements

Before moving into the VFX capabilities it is important to note a few things
HitFilm Pro is currently lacking in the
editor. The software does not currently
support XML or AAF files, Pick whips
and expressions or a Multicam editor.
Although HitFilm Pro is a very powerful tool, it lacks two key features that
professionals love and some would
say require. Without XML or AAF
file compatibility HitFilm Pro cannot
open already edited sequences made
in other programs. This also severely
cuts down on portability for editors
hoping to jump from one program
to another, say for editing in another
program and then adding effects in
HitFilm Pro. The desire for XML and
AAF is very prevalent on the FXHome
forum and, if they continue to serve
their user bases’ desires as they have
in the past couple of updates, this may
be a feature coming soon.
If you like to get in-depth with your
VFX software and write scripts of your

own (“expressions” in After Effects),
HitFilm Pro does not have an answer
or you at the moment. The absence of
expressions and the handy Pick Whip
tool leaves users with more manual
work when editing some effects.
Needless to say having a Multicam
editor would improve HitFilm Pro’s
list of features, especially for more
professional users. That too may be in
the works soon. However, given that
FXHome generally doesn’t comment
on new features before release, we
won’t know until future updates.

Video effects

HitFilm Pro’s VFX environment is also
similar to After Effects, with a few
exceptions. The software boasts a vast
library rivaling other visual effects
software, and Youtube is chock full of
tutorial videos from FXHome themselves and amateurs alike. Now with
the new Foundry 3D Camera Tracker,
all of HitFilm Pro’s 3D effects are even
more powerful and render even faster.
If there were any critiques of the software, they aren’t found in the compositing side. This software was built to
composite, and it does it well.

Plug-ins

HitFilm Pro also uses OFX for its
visual effects. This is a standardized
software interface between the host
and plug-ins. OFX allows HitFilm
Pro to easily accept plug-ins from
any third-party developer also using
OFX. This greatly increases capability and saves users from having to
abandon previously purchased plugins used within other video editing
software.
Due to OFX’s increasing acceptance,
more and more plug-in developers
are adopting the standard. This has
increased the total number of plugins available to HitFilm Pro users and
makes effect portability much simpler.
It is now widely used for visual effects
and video processing and is supported by numerous other hosts such
as Assimilate, Blackmagic Design,
Digital Anarchy, NewBlueFX, RE:Vision
Effects, and more, meaning plug-ins
and effects you may have purchased
V I D E O M AKE R > > > J ANUAR Y - F E B R UAR Y 2 0 2 0

for any of the above can be used with
HitFIlm Pro as well.
FXHome also allows users to take the
effects they enjoy from HitFilm Pro out
of HitFilm and use them in whatever
other editing software they may migrate to. Say you move to a production
already anchored in another software
like Adobe or Final Cut, Ignite Pro 4
(FXHome’s Plug-in software) will allow
you to use their proprietary plug-ins
in whatever environment you may migrate to with just a one time charge.

Is HitFilm Pro for you?

HitFilm Pro is a powerful editing and
visual effects software for anyone
from beginners to full-fledged professionals. Its price options allow anyone
to access its powerful tools and create
professional Hollywood-level products. It also allows those beginning
video editors to build on their effects
library and skill-sets little by little,
without having to commit to a large
purchase from the start. Professionals
can purchase the full HitFilm Pro and
hit the ground running.
Given its strengths and limited weaknesses, HitFilm Pro is a strong contender for the best post-production solution
for professionals and beginners alike.
Their attention to their users’ hopes
and desires and aggressive update
schedule also paints a bright future for
the platform and promises many more
exciting and useful tools to come.

Helpful note for
Windows users:

It is very important to have up-to-date
drivers for your graphics card when
using HitFilm on a PC. Follow this link
for a handy guide on how to do that:
fxhome.com/faqs/view/10
For mac users, MacOS manages all
drivers for you and updating your drivers is not necessary.
Sky Scholfield has been producing videos for
community and public organizations for over ten
years. He is now producing a documentary film
about the Pit-River Tribe in Northern California.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72030231
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The Best

mirrorless
cameras
& DSLRs

for video - 2019
Best all-around camera
Nikon Z6

Strengths:
• 10-bit external capture
• Great image quality
• Vibration reduction
Weaknesses:
• Single media card slot
• Screen isn’t fully articulating
The Nikon Z6 is one of two new
full-frame mirrorless cameras from
Nikon, the other camera being
the pricier Z7. While the Z7 prioritizes photo resolution with a large
45.7-megapixel sensor, while the Z6
uses a sensor with an effective pixel
count of 24.5MP.
The Z6, however, supports a larger
ISO range, from 100 – 51200.
As for video, the Z7 and Z6 both
record in full-frame 4K UHD at 30p.
The camera allows for capture in either the FX or DX format, so you have
the option to crop your image at will,
giving you more flexibility in your
field of view. Along with 4K, the two
cameras also shoot Full HD video at
up to 120p. Plus, the cameras use the
full-pixel readout for sharper 4K.
While several manufacturers
launched new mirrorless systems at
around the same time, Nikon’s offerings stand out in part because of the
affordability and quality of the initial
lens offerings for the cameras’ brand
new Z Mount.

These are the best DSLR and mirrorless
cameras on the market right now,
organized by use case.
contents
full screen

The best mirrorless cameras and DSLRs dominate the video production scene thanks to their
impressive image quality and relative affordability. Though these little cameras still look like
photo-only tools, over the years they have become increasingly capable video cameras with some
big advantages.
At the end of this article, we’ll go over some of the special considerations unique to this form
factor. But first, here are the best DSLR and mirrorless cameras across several use cases.
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The Z6 and Z7 are also the first cameras to
output in Nikon’s N-Log picture profile. Pairing
the Z6 with an external recorder enables both
N-Log and 10-bit video recording.
Its full-frame sensor, flexible recording options and growing collection of Z Mount lenses
work together to help the Nikon Z6 capture
video of impressive quality.
$2,000

Budget all-around camera
Sony a6400

Strengths:
• No record limit time
• 120fps in HD
Weaknesses:
• No in-body image stabilization
• No headphone jack
The Sony a6400 is the follow up to the a6300
in Sony’s lineup of compact, lightweight APS-C
cameras. Sony claims the camera has the fastest
autofocus in the world, with an acquisition time
of just 0.02 seconds. That’s is lighting fast. It
also sports 4K video recording, “Real-time Eye
AF” and “Real-time Tracking,” and of course the
180-degree tiltable LCD touch screen.
The camera uses a 24.2 MP APS-C sized image sensor with an upgraded BIONZ X processor. With this combo and the same image
processing algorithms as Sony’s full-frame
cameras, noise in the a6400 is greatly reduced.
This is also Sony’s first APS-C mirrorless
camera to include the Hybrid Log-Gamma
picture profile for expanded dynamic range.
Both S-Log2 and S-Log3 are available, as well.
Other handy tools include Zebra functionality,
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Best hybrid
hybrid photo/video
photo/video camera
camera
Best
Sonya7R
a7RIV
IV
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If you are a hybrid shooter, meaning you want
a strong video and stills camera, the Sony a7R
IV is at the top of its class. Just looking for a high
resolution stills camera? The a7R IV might still
be for you, though you will pay a premium for
the added resolution over the previous model
a7R III. If you are a video only shooter and
wouldn’t be able to use the photo features, then
the a7R IV might be a poor choice. You can get
much more for less money from many other
cameras on the market.
In all, the video looks great, and with the addition of no record limit time with dual card slots,
its ready for just about anything.
$3,500

Budget option hybrid photo/video camera
Canon Rebel T7i

Strengths:
• Accepts EF mount lenses
• Record up to 60 fps
• Flip-out screen
Weaknesses:
• No 4K
• Shared headphone/mic jack
• Limited external controls
The Canon Rebel T7i is a DSLR that accepts
EF and EF-S mount lenses. That means it can
use high-end EF lenses if you so wish. This
camera has an APS-C sensor, on the larger side
for its price. This will give you a 1.6 times crop
factor, making it a good choice for those who
want a solid video camera and strong photo
capabilities. Additionally, the T7i can shoot up
to 60 frames per second in full HD — that’s
more than a two times slow-mo when played
back at 24p. Although this camera offers plenty
of options, one of the most important for this
price point is the flip out screen. The T7i isn’t a
ground-breaking camera, but for the money, it’s
a great buy.
$750
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Budget all-around camera
Sony a6400
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Budget option for online video
Canon M50
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tween the GH5 and the GH5s, you’ll be confronting a trade-off between sensor performance and
image stabilization. However, cinematographers
who tend to shoot in controlled environments
where the camera properly supported likely
won’t miss the stabilization.

Most cinematic camera

$2,500

Strengths:
• Image Quality
• Included v-log L
• Internal 10-bit 4:2:2 recording
Weaknesses:
• No sensor stabilization
With a new 10.2-megapixel Digital MOS sensor, Dual Native ISO and a Venus Engine 10, the
Panasonic LUMIX GH5s aims to correct one of
our only issues with the GH5: its performance
in low light. Though the two cameras share
many similarities, Dual Native ISO technology borrowed from the VariCam line helps the
GH5s shoot at higher ISOs with less noise.
The GH5s is also the first mirrorless camera
to offer 4K 60p video recording in Cinema 4K
— a pretty big milestone. And thankfully, just
like the GH5, there isn’t any record time limit
for either Full HD or 4K video recording. In addition to 10-bit video recording, photo shooting
in 14-bit RAW format is also possible. The GH5s
shoots video in DCI 4K at up to 60 fps for a
maximum 2.5x slow-mo. By contrast, resolution on the GH5 tops out at UHD 4K. The GH5s
also ups the maximum HD frame rate to 240
fps for a maximum 10x slow-mo.
With its Multi-Aspect sensor, the GH5s also
captures a wider field of view than that of other
four-thirds sensor cameras. Less crop equals
more field of view at the same resolution. This
will give videographers the advantage using the
maximum sensor area possible.
Absent from the GH5s is the 5-axis in-body
stabilization of the GH5. If you’re choosing be-

Best run-and-gun camera

Panasonic LUMIX GH5s

Panasonic LUMIX S1

Strengths:
• Low light performance
• Face-detect AF
Weaknesses:
• Larger weight and size
• Auto exposure in high speed video
Priced at $2,500, the S1 is large for a mirrorless camera. In fact, its larger than all the other
full-frame cameras on the market. However, with
that larger size comes a long battery life and
fantastic low-light performance. Another very
cool feature is the camera’s unlimited record
time when shooting 4K at 24 and 30 frames per
second. And if that wasn’t enough, Panasonic offers a $200 firmware upgrade that enables 10-bit
internal capture and V-log. We were really impressed with the S1 and think it’s a great camera.
$2,500

Special considerations

As with any type of camera, choosing the right
DSLR or mirrorless camera means weighing a
number of different factors against your budget
and intended use. You can get an overview of the
important tech specs to consider before any camera purchase in our article on How to buy a camera. However, there are a couple of considerations
that are unique to this particular form factor.

DSLR or mirrorless camera?

One of the major differences between mirrorless
and DSLR cameras is size. A DSLR has a mirror in

front of the image sensor, allowing the user to look
into an optical viewfinder and through the lens.
When the shutter is released to take a still picture,
the mirror drops, momentarily exposing the image
sensor. When shooting video, the mirror remains
down, and the video can be seen on the LCD
screen in the same way as on a mirrorless camera.
Because of the mirror mechanism, DSLRs tend
to be larger and heavier than most mirrorless
cameras. DSLRs, at their smallest, weigh around
a pound and a half and can fit in a small bag. In
contrast, mirrorless cameras can weigh as little
as half a pound and can be pocket-sized when
paired with a small lens. If you’re shooting on
a tripod or a shoulder rig, the difference in size
can be insignificant.
Another common difference is in monitoring
options. Some mirrorless cameras lack viewfinders, instead relying on rear display panels; those
that have them necessarily use electronic viewfinders, or EVFs, which have a reputation for making it difficult to see detail. Fortunately, many come
with the advantage of being able to digitally zoom
from within the EVF for focus assist. When a DSLR
is in video mode, the optical viewfinder is disabled,
and the video is viewable on the LCD screen making it function much like a mirrorless camera.

Lens compatibility

When buying an interchangeable-lens camera,
lens mount is also important — especially if you
already have a collection of glass in your kit. This
is typically tied to the sensor size. The larger the
sensor, the larger the glass in the lens needs to
be because the lens needs to be able to cover the
whole sensor with light. That’s why a full-frame
lens can work with an adapter on a smaller sensor, but a small sensor lens will not work on a
full-frame camera regardless of the adapter; it
won’t cast enough light to cover the whole sensor.
If you already have a substantial lens collection, consider lens-mount compatibility before

buying a new camera so you don’t have to put
your old lenses on Craigslist.
DSLRs have the broadest selection of lenses,
from macro lenses to super-telephoto to fully
manual cinema lenses. You can find a lens for
almost any application to fit your DSLR’s mount.
While the selection of lenses for mirrorless cameras is limited, the lenses are smaller and lighter
than comparable DSLR lenses. You can often find
adapters for mounting DSLR lenses on mirrorless cameras, but these adapters vary in quality,
and some lens functions such as autofocus and
iris control (aperture control) may not work.

What’s your style?

Do you need a camera that’s super compact
and lightweight? If so, then a small, mirrorless
camera might be right for you. Do you want an
affordable camera with a huge variety of lenses
and accessories? In that case, a larger DSLR
might be the solution you’re looking for.
Many of the newer models of mirrorless and
DSLR cameras share similar features, making
the difference between these two types of cameras minimal. Besides the mirror, the biggest
difference is weight and size. On a tripod, that
doesn’t mean much. With the camera handheld, a little more weight and a larger body can
make the camera easier to keep steady.
Above all, focus on the features that are
important to you. Think about what you’ll be
shooting and the environment you’ll be working
in. Finding a camera that has the right features
for the types of shoots you do is the first step in
selecting the best gear for your productions.
This article reflects the best cameras on the market at the
time of printing. Visit videomaker.com for more information
and our latest selections.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=97076
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for video editing — 2019

Here’s a look at the best desktop computers for video editing.

I

n this article, we’ll highlight our
picks for the best desktop computers for video editing on the market
today, then go over the main points a
potential buyer will want to consider
in choosing a new editing system.

Best performance workstation
Dell Precision 7920 Tower

When it comes to power and customization, the Precision Tower 7000 Series has you covered. Dell’s 7920 tower
offers options for both single and dual

18

Intel Xeon processors along with up
to four AMD Radeon Pro or Nvidia
Quadro graphics cards. Maxing out at
an astounding and totally unnecessary
3TB of RAM and with space for up to
10 storage drives, the Dell Precision
Tower 7810 is fully customizable to
meet even your most demanding postproduction needs. The base system is
reasonably priced at around $2,000,
but the cost can rise quickly depending
on your selected options.
$2,000
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Best budget workstation
Lenovo Ideacentre 720

This bare-bones workstation certainly
won’t give you the fastest render times,
but it will get the job done. Starting at
just $680, this system includes an Intel
Core i5 or i7 CPU with up to 16GB of
RAM and a discrete Nvidia GeForce
graphics card with up to 4GB of VRAM.
For budget-conscious video editors without aggressive deadlines, the Lenovo
IdeaCentre 720 series is a good option.
$680

Best performance workstation
Dell Precision 7920 Tower

Best all-in-one

Apple 27-inch iMac

Apple’s 27-inch iMac may not lead
the market in maxed-out performance, but it’s still no slouch! This
all-in-one features some of the most
advanced technology and design and
comes equipped with a quad-core Intel processor, up to 64GB of RAM and
an AMD Radeon Pro graphics card
with up to 8GB of dedicated VRAM.
With these specs, the 27-inch Apple
iMac has more than enough power
for 99 percent of video producers
out there. It also offers more features
than a traditional tower through its
all-in-one design.
We love the big and bright 5K
Retina display, built-in speakers, and
a small footprint — all of which helps
reduce desktop clutter. The overall
hardware design is second to none,
and it also features some great wireless accessories to keep your workspace clutter-free.
$1,800

Best workstation for editors who
also love to game
Asus ROG Strix GL12

With support for processors up to
the 8-core, 16-thread Intel Core i9
and Nvidia GPUs up to the GeForce
RTX 2080 Ti with 11GB of VRAM, this
system is ready for both professional
video editing and high-end gaming.
The Asus ROG Strix GL12 can be
equipped with up to 64GB of RAM and
has lots of room for expansion. Styled
for gamers, the case for the ROG Strix
GL12 includes a transparent side panel
so you can show off your components
with customizable lighting effects.
$1,000

How to choose

There are a few core specs that you’ll
need to consider regardless of form
factor, including CPU, GPU, RAM and
storage. However, the first decision
you’ll want to make when buying a
new desktop whether to go with a
tower or an all-in-one machine.
V I D E O M AKE R > > > J ANUAR Y - F E B R UAR Y 2 0 2 0
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The best desktop computers for video editing — 2019
The tower form factor

The foundation of your new workstation depends a lot on what form factor
suits your particular needs. Do your
workflow and space requirements
demand an all-in-one solution, or can
you make room for a full-size tower to
maximize performance?
Aside from being able to choose
a really cool looking case with RGB
lighting and flashy components, towers can be the best route to go with
when the absolute most power is
needed. With a tower, you simply have
more room to fit more parts which
translates into more capabilities and
better performance. Plus, you’ll have
plenty of room in the case to fit large
components such as an oversized
CPU cooler — great for overclocking, which means even more power
— and a big league graphics card. Or
maybe even two! You’ll also be able
to fit more hard drives and solid state
drives, providing a vast number of
storage possibilities. Although professional tier components can be pricey,
they are still more affordable than
specialized components designed to
fit in all-in-one workstations.

Advantages of an all-in-one system

However, choosing a tower does limit
your mobility. Typically if you choose a
tower, then it will likely remain stationary in your edit bay or home office.
Towers can also take up a good amount
of space. Having all those extra parts
could lead to more problems, too. With
additional hard drives, cables and other
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Four key specs to check

Once you’ve decided on an ideal
form factor, you’ll need to consider
what’s actually going to go inside of it.
Buying the best workstation for your
needs means understanding how the

Best workstation for editors who also
love to game - Asus ROG Strix GL12

Best all-in-one
Apple 27-inch iMac

contents

components, there are more places
for things to go wrong, which makes
troubleshooting that much more difficult. While towers can be extremely
powerful workstations, consider the
space they take up and the potential
pros and cons before buying.
Whether you’re the kind of producer who is mobile or not, an all-in-one
workstation may suit your needs. An
all-in-one workstation is just what the
name implies — it has everything you
need in and of itself to work. All-inone workstations can also help keep
your workspace free of clutter. These
compact workstations have been stepping their game up over the last few
years, too. They’ve been getting more
powerful graphics cards and processors to the point where they can take
on the heavy lifting of post-production work.
Unlike with a tower chassis, these
all-in-one workstations make it difficult, if not impossible to upgrade the
components when the time comes.
You’ll probably need to buy a whole
new system instead of simply upgrading the graphics card, for instance. On
the other hand, upgrading parts in a
tower configuration is pretty easy, so
you can keep your system at the top of
its game for a longer period of time.
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CPU, GPU, RAM and storage options
work together to enhance overall
performance. Let’s go over those key
factors so you know what to expect
from your new system.

CPU

The base of any computer is the
Central Processing Unit, or CPU.
The CPU does all the computational
and processing work within your
computer. Early CPUs were simple
one core systems that were able
to run programs but did not allow
for multitasking. Today CPUs come
in many different configurations
including multiple threads and cores.
Some computers even offer multiple
CPUs within one system. CPUs with
multiple cores or threads can easily
outperform CPUs of one core with the
same clock speed.
Multiple cores mean that one chip
has multiple central processing units. A
quad-core processor, for instance, has
four processing units and is seen by the
operating system as four physical cores.
This allows for a faster system because
it allows your computer to run multiple
programs and tasks at once.
Threading, or hyper-threading,
is a way for one physical CPU core
to essentially split up resources and
be seen by the operating system as
two virtual cores. This allows for
the single core to split up execution
resources and speed up processes.
It is nowhere near as good as having multiple physical cores, but as an
added feature on modern CPUs, it is

helpful for multitasking and adding
an additional layer of performance.
For video editors, a multi-core CPU is
a must — it will be an important base
for any workstation. Most post-production software requires a dual-core
processor. A quad-core processor is
going to be better suited for most
video work and a quad-core running
at 2.5GHz or faster will give you optimal performance. Four or more cores
should be satisfactory for most video
editing and visual effects programs currently available.

RAM

Random Access Memory, or RAM, is
another important component of any
workstation. RAM will not necessarily
contribute to the speed at which your
machine can perform processes, but
it will contribute to its capabilities in
terms of the size and types of processes you can perform. Every program,
including your operating system, has
memory requirements that allow them
to run independently of the hard drive.
This is important because using the
hard drive as swappable memory will
slow down your system significantly.
Error-correcting code (ECC) RAM is
also something you should consider
as it is not that much more expensive
and adds an additional layer of data
security. ECC RAM is built with an
extra chip that checks data as it transfers in and out of temporary storage.
This transfer is a likely point for data
errors that can result in corrupted
files. In video, corrupted and lost
data is unacceptable, especially when
working on a project for a client. ECC
helps to mitigate this concern by
looking for and correcting errors.
While DDR5 RAM is faster than
DDR4 RAM, as long as you have
enough RAM overall for the programs
you need, that will be sufficient. In
terms of the amount of RAM to look
for, at least 8GB of RAM is the bare
minimum you’ll want in a system
meant for video editng. However, 16
or 32GB of RAM is recommended for
most work. 64GB of RAM or more
may be needed for those with more
intensive workflows. The more RAM
your system has, the longer it will last
before needing an upgrade.

GPU and VRAM

What’s more important than standard
RAM is Video RAM, or VRAM. VRAM
is a part of the graphics processing
unit, or GPU. The GPU is a central
component for a quality video editing
system. This component and it’s dedicated RAM processes the video output
of your computer.
While the CPU and RAM are both
important in running your computer’s
main tasks, the GPU will be the workhorse of most video-based application, like as Premiere Pro, Final Cut
Pro, After Effects and others. The GPU
works with the CPU to process graphics, textures, video and everything else
involving visual output.
You may not need a dedicated
graphics card to run your software, but
you’ll see a notable boost in performance if you have one. While you
probably don’t need a top of the line
GPU, a quality Nvidia or AMD unit
with at least 4 GB of VRAM is recommended. If your budget is more flexible, professional GPUs like the NVIDIA
Quadro series might be something you
want to consider.
Most video editing software supports
a wide range of video cards, but this
isn’t always the case with animation
and effects software. Some software
programs have features that don’t work
with certain graphics cards. Taking the
time to carefully match the software
features you want to use with a video
card in the editing system you’re buying can save you a lot of headaches
down the road.

Storage

In addition to powerful components to
run your video applications, a place to
store data is also important. SSDs are
optimal for your system’s boot drive,
where the operating system is stored,
but can lack storage capacity for media files. Ideally, you should use a solid
state drive (SSD) with at least 500GB to
1TB of space. When it comes to storage, the more space the better.
You never want to store your entire
portfolio plus assets on one drive, but
enough space on your internal drive to
store current project assets and other
items is a must. Ideally, media files
should be kept on a separate drive
V I D E O M AKE R > > > J ANUAR Y - F E B R UAR Y 2 0 2 0

from the operating system to enhance
your system’s speed. Storing your
media files on external drives can
speed up your workflow and enhance
your system’s storage capabilities but
does so at the cost of limiting your
portability. To limit cables, you can opt
for a second internal drive — usually
a spinning-disk hard drive of a larger
capacity. Any hard drive in your system should spin at 5400 or 7200 rpm
or faster.
An external device should be used
for most long-term storage needs. USB
3 connected drives are fast enough for
most compressed HD work; however,
they’re not fast enough for uncompressed or raw footage. A single drive
or a RAID array of drives connected
via Thunderbolt 3 will give you the
speed needed for demanding workflows. These ports can also be used to
connect to external devices used for
capturing and monitoring video, so
they are important features to look for.

Meeting your needs

Ultimately your purchase decision
should come down to what your
needs are and what kind of a budget
you have to work with. If you have the
budget, consider purchasing the most
powerful machine you can. As with
all technology, computers are quickly
outdated. A higher-end machine will
help future proof your investment at
least for some time. With that said, if
your budget is stricter there are still
some great choices out there that will
perform well in post-production.
Getting a workstation that’s configured to suit your workflow is key.
Remember what specifications are
important to your line of work, keep in
mind the factors that make each component powerful and be realistic about
how much power you’ll need. Getting
a new workstation is a fun and exciting
experience. Do your research, enjoy
the process, and soon you’ll be editing
on a new workstation you love.
Contributors to this article include Odin Lindblom, Devin Hujdic and the Videomaker Editorial
staff.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72005717
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Are you
frustrated
with the audio
limitations
of your
video editing
software?

It might be time to
invest in dedicated
audio editing software.
Let’s look at the best
audio editing software
currently on the
market, then go over
the most important
features to consider as
you shop.
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editing
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any digital audio workstations are designed especially
for musicians. FL Studio and
Apple Garageband are some
great examples. Yet, other
software is much more diverse.
In fact, some software is better suited
to mixing and editing audio for film and
videos, recording and editing ADR and/or
inserting sound effects and Foley in addition to working well for music composition
and looping sounds. In this article, we’ll
look at the best audio editing software for
video editors. Then, at the end of the list,
we’ll go over some key features to consider
as you shop.
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THE BEST AUDIO EDITING SOFTWARE FOR VIDEO EDITORS
Best enthusiast audio editing software
Magix SOUND FORGE Audio Studio 13

While the name may not be as familiar to editors using Adobe, Avid or Apple Products, Sound Forge has been around for
25 years. In short, features like audio restoration tools, time
stretch and pitch manipulation make this software appealing
to the video editor. Other handy features include one-touch
recording, a spectrum analysis tool and a new Event Tool
that is supposed to offer a more flexible editing experience.
Audio Studio 13 also includes iZotope Ozone Elements 8,
which is a nice plus. This software supports FLAC and AAC
formats and up to six audio channels per project.
Sound Forge Audio Studio 13 retails for $59, or you can
pay $3 per month for a subscription to Sound Forge Audio

Magix SOUND FORGE Audio Studio 13

Studio 365. A free trial of the Studio
version is available, as well.

$59
$3 per month for subscription to Sound
Forge Audio Studio 365

Best professional
audio editing software
Adobe Audition CC

One of Audition’s greatest strengths is
its audio restoration abilities. However, it can also be used to record and
edit music clips. The latest version
adds new DeNoise and DeReverb
tools as well as general improvements to the user interface and multitrack management.
Audition also has the advantage of
being bundled with Adobe Creative
Cloud. If you already have a subscription to Adobe CC for its powerful
software suite, then Audition is a great
bonus that you should consider trying. Adobe CC lets you easily move
projects from Audition to Premiere
and vice versa, which can make your
overall post work a much quicker process. It’s also important to note that
Audition has a stand-alone monthly
subscription if you don’t plan to use
Adobe’s other offerings.
Currently, you can get the complete
Adobe CC for $53 a month or pay $21
for just Audition. Adobe also offers a
complete seven-day free trial with no
credit card required. Adobe Audition is
compatible with both Mac and PC.
$53 per month for complete Adobe CC
$21 for just Audition

Best plug-in

iZotope RX 7 Standard
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iZotope RX 7 is an audio editing plugin known for its impressive restoration capabilities. An extensive toolset
— with tools like De-ess, De-plosive,
De-reverb, Voice De-noise and more
— give you lots of flexibility for editing, repairing and sweetening imperfect audio. Like other brands, iZotope
offers audio suites whose tools and
capabilities increase in proportion to
price. You might be able to save some
cash if you only need a few of the
tools on offer. That said, you’ll want to

look at the difference in tools in each
version to decide which program is
right for you.
As a plug-in, it’s compatible with
host programs including Adobe Audition and Premiere Pro CC and Final
Cut Pro X as well as other popular
music-focused audio editing software.
In addition, it can also function as a
standalone audio editor. RX 7 Standard goes for $399. Also available
is RX Elements for $129 and RX 7
Advanced for $1,199.

$399

Best free audio editing software
Audacity

iZotope RX 7 Standard

Audacity is a fast open-source audio editing software that’s also really easy to
use. Some people don’t like it and don’t
consider it a true digital audio workstation (DAW) because it’s a destructive
file editor; however, with the right file
management, this really isn’t an issue.
This free software also has some good
plug-ins. FFmpeg, for instance, lets
you edit your audio in sync with your
video file. If you want free software that
can work with an older system, this is
a good option. Audacity is compatible
with Windows, Mac OS and Linux.
Free

Features we considered

You can do a lot of audio work directly in your video editing software,
but when you need more specialized
tools, a separate audio editing program can really come in handy. Moreover, if you’ve hit the limits of your
built-in audio tools, it might be time
to look for a more robust solution.

What can your editing
system support?

Before we get into features and capabilities, the first step to finding the
right audio editing software for you
should be to consider your computer
hardware. That said, some audio software requires more processor power
than many video editing packages.
Plus, there’s a chance your audio card
may also need to be upgraded. With
that said, an external audio device

Audacity
might be an easy solution for this. Other factors such as
your computer’s operating system can also be a factor
since some DAWs are OS specific. In fact, some of these
audio editing programs are even specific about the version
of that OS. For example, the program might work on Windows 7 but not on Windows 10. Likewise, if you’re considering an audio editing plug-in, make sure it’s compatible
with your preferred host software.
Some audio editing software is more specialized than
others, so carefully consider how your needs match up
with the software’s capabilities before you buy. Here are
some of the features that might compel you to invest in a
dedicated digital audio workstation.
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Equalizers and spectrum analyzers
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One of the biggest benefits of many DAWs is their equalizers and spectrum analyzers. Most video editing software
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ware’s built-in audio tools. For example, when
many think of DAWs, large mixing consoles
immediately come to mind. Picture an audio
engineer laying down music tracks like Lucious
Lyon in “Empire.”
However, mixing consoles can also be used
with DAWs to manipulate sound for your video
projects. These controllers range in capabilities
and price, but they give you an interface that is
easier to work with.
That said, the price range for controllers
is also similar in pricing to camera support;

Noise reduction and clip restoration

they start at less than a hundred dollars with
prices into the thousands depending upon the
features offered. Additionally, most digital mixers can be used as controllers, and many audio
editing programs support live multi-track recording. It’s important to note that many users
don’t consider a DAW to truly be a workstation
without a hardware controller.

Video editing software rarely has much in the
way of tools for cleaning up audio clips. Audio
editing and repair used to be a painstaking process that typically left you with subpar results.
Now many issues can be fixed with a simple
click of a button — if you have the right toolset.
If you have audio that has a lot of noise,
distortion or additional common issues, a DAW
is often your best hope for fixing those tracks.
Look for options that come with de-noise and
de-reverb capabilities, since these will likely be
your most common audio issues. If you know
you often encounter the same specific audio issue, put a tool that can help with that at the top
of your wish list.

Plug-ins and file types

Using dedicated audio editing software is often
the only way to get access to some of the powerful audio plug-ins in formats like VST. Some of
these are plug-ins are even free and can greatly
expand your options for repairing your audio
and adding stylistic effects.
Additionally, using a DAW will often allow
you to work with higher quality file formats
like Broadcast WAV (BWF) and AIFF, giving you
flexibility and metadata capabilities that aren’t
available in containers like WAV and MP3.
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DAWs and controllers
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The ability to use a control surface is one factor
that sets DAWs apart from your editing soft-
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VIDEO EDITING SOFTWARE
RARELY HAS MUCH IN THE WAY
OF TOOLS FOR CLEANING UP
AUDIO CLIPS.

Before you buy

With all of these software options, there are
many features that they have in common.
However, there are also quite a few unique tools
specific to each software. Unfortunately, there
were too many features for each program to list
in this article.
Most editors consider using dedicated audio
editing software when there’s a particular
problem with a project that they need to solve.
Therefore, the feature that provides that solution may be what influences your purchase the
most. However, video editors usually continue
to use their DAW for greater audio control. In
the end, there is no single best DAW; the best
audio editing software for you will be the one
that fits your needs and your budget.
Contributors to this article include W. H. Bourne and the Videomaker Editorial staff.

You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=297641
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For Making Eye-Popping Video

the First Time You Pick Up a Camera

It’s more achievable than you think.

Free Training Resource

offers high pass and low pass equalizer filters
but don’t have 32 band EQ or parametric EQs,
which are almost standard for DAWs. These
more sophisticated EQs allow you to isolate
and remove specific sounds from a clip, like the
chirping of a cricket.
Additionally, if you need to enhance or eliminate a particular sound in a mix, this can be
tricky to do with video editing software because
the only graphical view you can often get is an
audio waveform showing the gain, or volume.
A spectrum analyzer shows you a graph of the
gain of different frequencies. Using this can
save a lot of time lost to guesswork. For example, if you’re trying to augment a person’s voice,
you can look at the spectrum analyzer for the
right range of frequencies — around 500 Hz to
2 kHz for most people — and find the peaks to
show you how you’ll want to adjust your equalizer to enhance their voice.

“8 Tips for a Stellar First Video” is a clear and concise free download for even the
greenest video lover, with tips that you can start applying the moment you pick up a camera.
Learn:

• How to make sure that, before you even start, you have everything needed to finish.
• How to organize your thoughts into a video story.
• The secret to shooting footage that looks good on any screen.
• How video is different than real life... and how to take advantage of that while editing.
• The single most important tip for keeping an audience interested. This remarkably simple editing tip will free
you from your old style of thinking so you can see the world the way the video pros do.
• The two easy steps to handling your video camera like a pro and capturing the best possible footage.
• The mistake that can sink a first video and how you can avoid it.

Get hooked on making stellar video at: videomaker.com/8tips
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The Best

Video
Editing
Software
2019

Video editing has come
a long way since the
first non-linear editing
system. Today, the are
more options than ever,
from the simplest drag
and drop tools to robust
professional software.

I

n the late 1980s and early 1990s, the idea of
a graphical editing system was a futuristic
dream for many. Rumors swirled of powerful systems in the works, hidden behind the
walls of Industrial Light and Magic and Skywalker
Ranch. Fast forward to 2019, and the landscape of
software available to videographers is immense.
Gone are the days of cutting film strips, tape decks
and linear editing. Today, video editing is a digital
non-linear process and an incredibly important
part of video production.
In this article, we’ll go over the criteria you’ll
need to consider when shopping for new video
editing software, including your skill level,
workflow and budget. But first, let’s take a look at
our favorite video editing software for editors at
every level.

Best beginner editing software

Apple iMovie
Strengths:
• 4K video support
• Importing/Exporting of 1080p at 60fps
• Free for Apple users
• Simple media organization
• Available for Mac, iPhone and iPad
Weaknesses:
• Wrapping timeline was removed
iMovie is a fun and engaging experience that
succeeds at appealing to novice editors in its
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The
TheBest
BestVideo
VideoEditing
EditingSoftware
Software

simplicity. Advanced editors may
find it limiting, but iMovie clearly
isn’t designed for the advanced user.
In addition to support for 4K video
editing, the latest version of iMovie
also offers tools for creating animated titles. You can also add color filters to your video and create special
effects like split-screen effects and
even green-screen compositing.
With an intuitive interface and
easy export and sharing, Apple

iMovie provides a useful outlet for
burgeoning video producers. Anyone
can start to create content without
much investment up-front. The
software is free for Mac, iPhone and
iPad users.
Free

Best enthusiast editing software
Wondershare Filmora9
Strengths:
• Supports up to 4K resolution

Best beginner editing software
Apple iMovie

• Supports 3D LUTs
• Robust image adjustment tools
Weaknesses:
• Rendering previews is unintuitive
Filmora9 is the latest iteration of
Wondershare’s video editing software. This desktop video editing app
offers a simplified editing interface
while still giving users control over
their media. Filmora’s collection
of editing tools includes all of the
basics, plus speed and reverse clip
controls, video and audio track
separation and picture in picture
support. As for image adjustments,
users can improve image quality and
dial in a look with a robust collection of filters and effects, including
support for 3D LUTs.
Filmora also offers the ability to add
custom text to your production. Or,
you can customize one of the included text templates. Other features
include audio repair tools, dozens of
transitions and support for screen
capture and green screen production.
All of this — along with editing and
export support for resolutions up to
4K — makes Filmora a great choice
for editors who want more flexibility
for a reasonable price.
A lifetime license for Filmora is $60,
or pay $45 per year for a yearly subscription. If you plan to produce a lot
of videos, the unlimited plan for just
under $105 per year adds unlimited
downloads from the Filmstocks Standard Library along with new effects
added every month.
Lifetime license: $60 one-time
Annual subscription: $45 annually
Unlimited downloads: $105 annually

editing, color correction, visual effects
and audio post production, all in a
single application.
DaVinci Resolve 16 adds new tools
for sorting and previewing media assets, a new cut clip tool and multiple
improvements to the editing, color,
Fusion and Fairlight pages in the app.
Also new is a Boring Detector tool that
identifies sections of your timeline
where clips are running to long or
clipped too short and a closeup edit
mode that takes advantage of highresolution footage and face-detection
technology to automatically reframe
wide-angle footage into pleasing closeup shots.
Free or $300 for optional Studio
upgrade

The big three

A guide to video editing software
would be incomplete without a nod
to these three professional editing
applications. While we wholeheartedly support DaVinci Resolve 16
as our pick for best professional
editing software based on value and
functionality, we also can’t ignore
the enduring ubiquity of the editing platforms from Avid, Apple and
Adobe. To be considered a profes-

sional editor, it’s all but mandatory
that you know your way around at
least one of the following video editing programs.
If you’re already editing on one of
the following three applications, stick
with it; we do not recommend switching. Additionally, if any of the three
below appeal to you over our official
recommendation of DaVinci Resolve
16, you should go for it. They are all
very capable applications that will take
you far.

WE CAN’T IGNORE THE
UBIQUITY OF EDITING
PLATFORMS FROM APPLE, ADOBE AND AVID.

Avid Media Composer

Avid Media Composer was the original
nonlinear editing suite and is still a
widely used powerful editor for many
professional editors in Hollywood and
small production houses alike. It’s a
robust all-around tool, and though
it has a history of being less flexible
than other editors, keyboard-based

full screen

Best enthusiast editing software
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Final Cut Pro X

If you work on a Mac, Final Cut Pro
X is a great option. Final Cut Pro was
once considered the industry gold
standard of editing software. In recent years, however, other software
suites have become more popular.
Still, Final Cut is powerful and versatile editing software for Mac users.
It has regained its footing with pros
since X’s initial launch by keeping
up with the functionality pro editors
expect, while refining the interface
and timeline. With integrated support for 2D and 3D animated titles
and graphics, a robust audio editing
toolset and the ability to apply color
corrections and grading in-program,
Final Cut Pro X is an all-around great
piece of software for Mac users and
is still the standard in many studios.
Final Cut Pro X costs $300.

Adobe Premiere Pro CC

Best professional editing software

contents

editing and other pro features make
this a strong choice for editors who
need fast, consistent turnarounds. It
has adapted over the years to support
4K and many other formats natively
while sticking to its roots as a video
editing and compositing tool.
For a taste of Media Composer,
check out Media Composer First,
Avid’s free starter version. The full
application is $20 per month with a
12-month commitment, or $25 if you
go month-to-month.

Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve 16
Strengths:
• Fully featured free version
• Industry-leading color grading tools
• Timeline tabs
Weaknesses:
• No 10-bit video in free version
Blackmagic’s DaVinci Resolve 16 is
an all-in-one software. It combines 8K

Best professional editing software
Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve 16
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Premiere Pro is a complete video editing platform with extensive format
support and built-in tools for audio
editing, titles, graphics, color correction and compositing. This industryleading software is a favorite among
enthusiasts and professionals alike.
In addition to providing a deep video
editing toolset, Premiere Pro also
uses automated functions powered by
Adobe Sensei, Adobe’s AI technology,
to cut down on repetitive tasks and
speed up your workflow.
Compatible with both Windows
and MacOS, Premiere Pro CC ben-
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The Best Video Editing Software

Know what you need

Think of purchasing software as buying into a
suite that will help you tell stories. You’ll likely
be using the same software for years, so it’s important to seek out software that fits your needs.
Each system has its own workflow and its own
nuances. What you prefer will depend on how
you work.
With the rise of 360 video and 4K, editing
systems need to stay up to date with the changing landscape. New formats help us tell stories
from new angles, but we need to consider how
they will shape our work. Some software comes
with native support for these emerging technologies, while others require the user to install
a plug-in. Keep this in mind as you shop.
Also consider your own skill level and how
you plan to grow your video editing skill-set in
the future. Most beginners will start with a drag
and drop style editor, some version of which

YOU’LL LIKELY BE USING THE
SAME SOFTWARE FOR YEARS,
SO SEEK OUT SOFTWARE THAT
MEETS YOUR NEEDS.
comes standard on many computers. These free
options are fine for simple cuts, but beware of
downloading free editing software from disreputable sources. This can come with drawbacks
like malware, viruses and other problems.
These programs are also often limited when
it comes to input and output formats. Plus, the
interface can be pretty clunky. We recommend
you seek out and learn to use more professional
software if you are serious about editing video.
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to your video

Making the investment

Years ago, your status as a beginner editor or
a pro made a huge difference in the software
you used. Today, most pro software comes with
enough resources for the beginner or professional to get started without much trouble. If
you’re serious about editing, there’s no reason
not to start with pro software.
Adobe Premiere Pro, Apple Final Cut Pro
X and Avid Media Composer are much more
capable than most consumer editing software.
Plus, they offer a plethora of resources if you
need help getting started. It’s true these upperlevel programs often require larger investments
of both time and money. However, with a pro
editing suite, you can experiment while learning
the skills you’ll need to edit professionally.
While price is one important area to consider,
functionality is another thing you’ll need to
think about. If you plan on working with 4K,
multicam, 360 video or other complex forms of
video, you’ll need to find software that can support that workflow. Professional video editing
software will all support 360, 4K and multicam
editing. Check the features list for any other
software you are considering.
In terms of computing power, you’ll need to
make sure your system will be able to handle
not only the software, but the video you are
working with. Always check the minimum system specifications before making any software
purchase. You’ll also want to make sure the software you buy is compatible with any plug-ins
you might want to use now or in the future.

The choice is yours

Video editing is an essential step in the production process. It is the place where the story is
truly told. While the camera helps a director
paint a picture of a scene or shot, editing reveals
the entire story. Editing is how we set the tone,
pace, and feeling for a piece of content. While
there are many different programs available, it
is important to consider your needs as an editor.
Purchase the software and system that best fits
your production workflow.
Contributors to this article include Chris Settineri and the
Videomaker Editorial Staff.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72007143
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screen to add dazzling

special effects

Have your actors survive massive explosions, fight dinosaurs in the jungle primeval,
or travel to any location on earth or beyond, from ancient Rome to the planet Mars.

Free Training Resource

efits from close integration with the rest of
Adobe’s Creative Cloud. You can subscribe to
Premiere Pro CC a la carte, but when you combine the power of Premiere with other Creative
Cloud apps like Audition and After Effects, you
end up with an incredibly powerful storytelling toolkit with support for everything from
color grading to media encoding and delivery,
along with photo editing and graphic design.
You can subscribe to Premiere Pro CC for $21
per month, or get full access to the complete
Adobe Creative Cloud for $53 per month.

Build your own green

The green screen makes it all possible. And with a few simple materials and a little
know-how, you can build a green screen of your very own in your home studio and start
adding pro-level special effects to your own videos. Our free report can help you build a
working green screen.

Get this exclusive report, free when you sign up for Videomaker’s Video Tip emails.

These tips are always free and you can choose to stop receiving them anytime!

Start your special effects studio at: videomaker.com/DIYgreen
Already a subscriber to Videomaker’s Video Tips? You can download all of the available Videomaker Free Reports by clicking
on the “Edit Profile” link at the bottom of any Video Tip message.
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COCAINE COWBOYS Producer

ALFRED
SPELLMAN

Photo courtesy of MIFF

BY LANDON DYKSTERHOUSE

talks storytelling and trust
in doc filmmaking

In 2001, Producer Alfred Spellman and
Director Billy Corben became the youngest filmmakers to be invited to Sundance.
Rakontur’s trajectory has yet to falter. We
sat down with Alfred Spellman to dig into
this particular brand of doc filmmaking.

S

exual assault. Drug smuggling.
Illegal steroid use. No subject
matter is off-limits for Miami
based documentary production company Rakontur. With an
explosive documentary catalogue that
includes titles like “Cocaine Cowboys,”
“The U,” “Raw Deal” and their latest
release, “Screwball,” Rakontur producer Alfred Spellman is no stranger to
high-stakes documentary filmmaking.
Along with director Billy Corben,
Spellman built a powerhouse documentary company. Rakontur specializes in bringing the “Florida F*ckery”
to the big screen.

In the beginning

“I remember reading Videomaker
Magazine when I was a little kid basi-
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cally — back in the camcorder era,”
Spellman reminisces, recalling his first
encounters with video in the early to
mid 1990s. “Video is no longer the
semi kind of dirty word it was back
then,” he adds.
In fact, the early inspiration Spellman drew from Videomaker Magazine

34

Producer Alfred Spellman at
Miami International Film Festival.

led him to broadcast production class
in high school. There, he met another
auteur who would compliment his
talents as a producer — Billy Corben.
Thus, the pair would become the
foundation for Rakontur.
“Billy and I met in TV production class in ninth grade. We started
making short films together. When I
say short films, I mean short videos
because we were shooting in Beta SP
at the time. And, of course, everybody
has a home camcorder to do that,”
Spellman says.

Trademarks of the 90s

“‘Blair Witch’ had come out, and
Napster. It was those two digital markers that kind of shaped our entire
perspective on the business of what
we wanted to do,” Spellman says.
“In the summer of ’99 ... ‘Blair
Witch Project’ came out, which was
the first time you saw that video could
all of sudden end up on multiplexes
nationwide. Because we were kids of
the ’90s Sundance era, that’s kind of
what we felt we wanted to do; be the

VIDE OMAKER >>> JAN U ARY - FEBRU ARY 2020

next Quentin … or go to Sundance and
show your film and Miramax buys it.”
Spellman continues.
“At that point, it was so expensive to
make docs. You know if you weren’t
shooting on film, you were really kind
of out of the game. We had never considered doc filmmaking very much;
we had gone to film school at the University of Miami, and until seeing the
digital video in’ Blair Witch,’ we were
just kind of talking about what do we
want to do with digital video?”

A turning point

In any event, Spellman and Corben
then made a decision: “We should do
something that kind of incorporates
the aesthetic.”
Then, they heard about a story out of
Gainsville. It concerned a stripper claiming she was raped at a fraternity house.
And it was all captured on video.
“We thought we could make a documentary about this and incorporate
the actual video in the story,” Spellman says about the project, “so that’s
kind of how all it happened.”
“We never took a doc filmmaking
course; we never even took a journalism course. We kind of just made it up
as we went along based on ‘Raw Deal,’
and that’s how we ended up in the
documentary filmmaking business,”
Spellman says. He also gives props to
Videomaker for serving as inspiration.
“Thank you, Videomaker, for kind of
pointing us in the right direction.”

Raw Deal:
Huge hit, huge controversy

“Raw Deal – A Question of Consent”
was the first feature doc film that

Spellman produced under the Rakontur banner.
“So, we had some friends at the University of Florida. In the spring of 1999
there was a huge controversy out of
Gainsville involving a stripper who had
been performing at a fraternity house
and claimed she had been raped and it
was all on videotape,” Spellman says.
Later, it came out that the sexual
acts on the videotape were believed
to be consensual. So, the authorities
arrested the alleged victim for filing
a false police report, which made the
videotape itself a public record.

Twists and turns

“You expect videotape to kind of be
the truth and the next day people
would watch this video that a few
fraternity men shot at the house that
night and reasonable people would
disagree if it was consensual sex or
rape, and we set out to make a documentary about it,” Spellman says.
“Raw Deal” was the launchpad for
Spellman and Corben’s filmmaking
careers. It put the Florida-based production company in the spotlight.
“Billy will tell you ‘Raw Deal’ is our
best work,” Spellman says.
“Raw Deal” also made national
headlines, landing the cover of the
New York Post.
“We made this documentary and
submitted it to Sundance and literally one year after we took a leave of
absence, we ended up at Sundance in
2001. And it was a huge hit — a huge
controversy.
“Ultimately it really put us on the
map. And at the time we were the
youngest filmmakers ever invited to
Sundance; we were 22 at the time,”
Spellman says.
From then on, Rakontur grew into
their specific brand of documentary,
which highlighted stories out of Spellman’s backyard.
“We wanted to tell stories from our
hometown. No one was telling these
kinds of indigenous Miami stories,”
Spellman says. “South Florida has its
own kind of genre, but no one was
doing it. It always had been a sunny
place for shady people here.”
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COCAINE COWBOYS PRODUCER ALFRED SPELLMAN
talks storytelling and trust in doc filmmaking

Rakontur director Billy Corben
and Producer Alfred Spellman.
Photo courtesy of Rakontur

The two questions at the start of
each production

“There’s always two questions Billy
and I ask ourselves before we take on a
doc. One is, is this better as a 60 Minutes or Dateline piece?” Spellman says.
As for the second question, Spellman poses: “Is there some kind of, sort
of genre analogue that we can equate
it too? Where you know what the approach is.”
“Billy always says documentary itself is not a genre, that documentaries
can be thrillers, they can be dramas,
they can be comedies, they can be
musicals they can be romance… In
other words, any of the typical genres
that you think of in a dramatic feature
certainly can apply to docs as well.”
Spellman goes on to say, “When
we set out to make “Cocaine Cowboys,” we said ‘whelp, let’s make it as
a gangster movie.’ How would Martin
Scorcese make it?” Spellman asks.
“So, that’s how we decided to approach ‘Cocaine Cowboys,’” Spellman
says. They applied this approach all
the way through distribution.
“In fact, I remember when we were
at the Tribeca film premiere. We were
with Tom Quinn at Magnolia and said
‘if you pick this up, if you merchan-

dise us in the special interest section
at Best Buy, we are not going to move
any units… But if you merchandise
us in the gangster movies section, we
should do really well.’”

The strategy worked

“To his credit, they put Cocaine Cowboys in Best Buy in the action movie
section between Con Air and Casino
Royale, and that caused us to sell
truckloads and truckloads of DVDs.”
Spellman says other Rakontur productions use the same strategy.

“Cocaine Cowboys” and documenting sensitive subject matter

Spellman says, “With ‘Cocaine Cowboys’ we started with a thesis essentially, that Miami was transformed
from God’s waiting room to America’s
Riviera on the back of the cocaine
trade. And we kind of had anecdotal
evidence of that, but no one explored
it as a theory.
“The original title for ‘Cocaine
Cowboys’ was ‘City Made of Snow,’
because it was this kind of thesis we
thought would be controversial and
make a lot of people kind of question
it. But now it’s taken as a given, no
one really kind of pushes back on it.

“With ‘Screwball,’ it was a much
different story with private individuals that might have been on the
wrong side of the law vs. celebrities or
entities in the mainstream, but it was
all true,” Spellman says.

Putting the pieces together

Spellman makes a key point here. The
stories are all based on facts that are
available to the public. This is how
Rakontur is able to protect themselves
from legal action.
“That’s one of the things about
making docs. The truth is the absolute
truth. We are very careful with our factchecking, obviously.” Spellman says.
“We take things that we know.
Again, if you were around Miami in
the late ’70s, you know Miami was
this exceptional dangerous city. Nobody had kind of ever put the pieces
together. Similarly with ‘Screwball,’
which is this bat-shit tale of Florida
f*ckery; I don’t know if you can put
that in Videomaker,” Spellman says.
“That’s how we look at it.”
Spellman says anyone can access
this information. It’s available to the
public via depositions, court testimony, FBI reports and arbitrator reports.
These help you get a fundamental
understanding of what the truth is.

The subject tells the story

Spellman gave us another good tip for
getting your interview subject ready
to tell their story on camera.
“One of the things that we tell all
of our interview subjects, kind of the
advantage we have in a way, is that we
don’t use a narrator in any of our docs,
which is to say that the perspective of
the story is told by the interview subjects themselves,” Spellman explains.

Billy Corben and
Alfred Spellman
made headlines
at the age of 22
premiering Raw
Deal: A Question
of Consent at
Sundance Film
Festival
Photo courtesy of
Rakontur

Know the key players

“That’s sometimes useful to get interview subjects to participate because
they know we are not going to have
our thumb on the scale with some
narration that makes them look one
way or the other.
“So, to the extent that people tell
us their own story and it’s their own
word and that’s what ends up in the
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doc, people tend to feel more comfortable with that,” Spellman says.
“I will tell you that, with ‘Screwball,’ one of the interview subjects
knew that we would be doing
interview recreations with 8 and
9-year-olds, so that was kind of the
first time where there was — We
were concerned. We were certainly
concerned about it.
“We wanted to make sure everybody was comfortable with it. But
the perspective of the storytelling
was clear to the interview subjects —
certainly by the questions we asked
in the interviews — and we were very
upfront [about] how we viewed the
subject matter, that we weren’t taking
it too seriously,” Spellman says.

Award-winning director Billy Corben
giving insight at a conference.
Photo courtesy of Rakontur

Risky business

“When we made our first doc, ‘Raw
Deal,’ Lisa King — the woman in the
videotape who believed it depicted
her sexual assault — had to trust two
young guys. We were the same age as
her alleged abusers; she had to put a
lot of trust into us.”
“She hadn’t seen the doc yet because it wasn’t done,” Spellman says
regarding the film’s first screening.
“She came out to Sundance and came
to the first press screening and it was
her first time she saw the documentary and we were nervous, wondering
how was she going to react.”
Spellman recalls what King said
after that initial Sundance press
screening ended:
“We come out and she looked at us
and says ‘you said you were going to
show the truth and that’s what you
did, and not all the time do I look
good and not all the time do I look
bad,’ she said, ‘but it was a very very
fair and balanced portrayal.’
“And that was the best compliment
we could get from any interview subject,” Spellman says.

Rakontur filmmakers Billy Corben
and Alfred Spellman at Miami
International Film Festival
Photo courtesy of MIFF

Trust and integrity
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“That’s the thing with docs. If you’re
not being fair to your interview
subject, people will speak out and
you will have other problems with
subjects trusting you again.
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Still from Rakontur
documentary Screwball
Photo courtesy Rakontur

The cutting room floor

“So, documentary filmmaking requires an incredible amount of trust
both from the interview subject —
but also the trust that we are going
tell their story fairly and accurately.
That’s something that takes a long
time to develop,” Spellman reflects.
“That’s one of the keys to making
the docs, is being able to convince
people you are going to tell their
story fairly and accurately.”
All in all, Spellman sums up their
approach in a few words. “There’s no
other precautions we take except trying to get as close to the truth as we
can,” he says.
“Certainly something like ‘Raw Deal’
was trial by fire,”
Spellman says. He
still regards the film
as the highest stakes
production Rakontur has produced to
date. The film taught
the production duo
a lot about releasing
a hot button topic as
a documentary.

Once the facts are established, the duo
checks them against their interviews.
“Someone might’ve told us something
that they might’ve misremembered.
We were then able to check up on it
and if it didn’t check out, we had to
cut it. And that’s happened several
times,” Spellman says.

The legalities of doc production

In the end, when it comes to people
not being happy about something in
the film, Spellman says to not worry:
“That’s part of the business. That hap-

Presenting truth
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The story for
“Screwball” actually came to the
Rakontur team
through Alex Rodriguez’s publicist.
However, Spellman
says A-Rod’s team “ghosted” them
after the initial production meeting.
Likewise, the team turned to public records for the facts to keep the
production moving.
“We were lucky to have sworn trial
testimony — so helpful. Also, FBI
reports where they were sworn to tell
the truth,” Spellman says.
“Tony gave a lot of sworn testimony
in the arbitration hearing, so that was
very helpful to try to discern where
that might have been some factual
deficiencies versus what we were able
to discern from sworn testimony. That
is kind of the most helpful if you’re
making a true-crime doc. That will
guide you in the right direction.”
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pens all the time. People aren’t happy
with what you’re saying or how you’re
saying it. What people always tell us
‘Nobody sues the unsuccessful films.’
You kind of take it as a badge of honor
and then move on.”
Ultimately, when someone is not
happy, Spellman has a definitive piece
of advice to pacify the them: “You give
it to the lawyer to deal with. It comes
with the territory. It’s a part of anything. You have a bakery and someone
slips and falls. These types of things
are just a part of life.”
“We would never release something
without having a legal review, part
of that is because that’s how you get
E&O (errors and omissions) insurance.
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“We basically know the kind of
white line rules. Don’t use more than
you actually have to to make your
point. What that means is, if you’re
using music, don’t underscore the rest
of a scene with something that you’re
claiming fair use on. You’re not replacing the market for the original work,”
Spellman says.
“Fair Use is a documentary filmmaker’s best friend,” he emphasizes.

Defending free speech

Doc filmmakers covering controversial subject matter may find themselves in legal trouble that extends
beyond copyright infringement
claims. If someone doesn’t like the
message behind a documentary, it’s
possible for that person to sue the
filmmaker for defamation or something similar. Even if they don’t expect to win that lawsuit, this legal action can still result in censorship and
intimidation. This kind of Strategic
lawsuit against public participation
(SLAPP) is illegal in many jurisdictions since it impedes the filmmaker’s freedom of speech.
Under many Anti-SLAPP laws, if
you get a complaint from someone
that implicates speech, they have to
show the likelihood of success of their
motion before moving forward. If they
lose that early motion they are liable
for attorney fees. This shields filmmakers from someone looking to get a
quick settlement.
“In our case, you have a robust first
amendment defense,” Spellman says.
“In Florida actually, they strengthened
our SLAPP laws in 2015, which is a
huge benefit to any sort of publisher.”

Visual journalism

In this age of misinformation and fake
news, more people are turning toward
documentary as a source of news and
information. I asked Spellman if he
believes documentarians are visual
journalists. He replied:
“I thought where you were going
with that is called New Journalism,
which is what, of course, Tom Wolfe
and Hunter Thompson were doing in
the early ’70s. That’s certainly what

independent documentaries are,
right?” Spellman says.
New Journalism is a style of news
writing and journalism developed in
the 1960s and 1970s. It uses literary
techniques that were unconventional
in journalism at the time.
“They function in the same way that
Wolfe and Thompson did during that
era. That air of journalism that exists
outside of a corporate framework, you
know in some cases … Certainly, independent documentaries have been
that way.
“Absolutely, this day in age, mainstream media has come under such
fire. There are more journalists doing
more good work than ever before. We
don’t get paid as much as journalists
used to get paid before, but there is
certainly more of us working in the
field of reporting than ever before
in human history. And that’s a good
thing,” Spellman says.
“The more reporting, the more publishing, the more options people have
who are seeking out truth and not just
opinion journalism, the better off we
are,” Spellman says.
“And that comes from the guy who
records police misconduct on the social, who publishes it on Instagram or
Twitter or people like us who research
a topic for 18 months and try to bring
it to the public’s attention. I think all
of those things are progress in the 21st
century,” Spellman continues.
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Next for Rakontur

Spellman, Corben and the Rakontur team have had an amazing run
in the documentary space. They’ve
premiered work at the biggest film
festivals in the world including Sundance, SXSW and Tribeca. They’ve
done distribution deals with Magnolia,
ESPN and Netflix. So, what’s next?
“We are working on a feature doc
about Macho Man Randy Savage for
A&E. A&E is rebooting their biography
series as a 30 for 30 type series. It
will be out spring of 2020. We have a
couple of other things up our sleeve,
but nothing that’s been announced
yet,” Spellman says.
When it comes to scandalous, wild,
high-stakes storytelling there doesn’t
seem to be a shortage of ideas. Next
year will mark two decades in the doc
industry for the Miami-based production company.
As our conversation concludes,
Spellman ends with a one-liner that
could be the company slogan:
“We always joke that the first call
you make out of prison is to your
mother and the second call you make
is to Rakontur to tell your story.”
Landon Dyksterhouse is an award winning doc
filmmaker and founder of the independent film
company D-House Entertainment.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72020572
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BEST

PRODUCTS
OF THE

YEAR
2019
BY THE EDITORS
OF VIDEOMAKER

2019 has seen fantastic new
equipment for video production,
but with a world of options at
your disposal, which is the best?
We carefully evaluated each new
product on this list, emphasizing its
innovation, value compared to its
direct competition and its overall
performance. Then, we compiled a
list of the best video production gear
released in the past year. Without
further ado, here are Videomaker’s
Best Products of 2019.

Best camcorder
Canon XA40

The Canon
Canon XA40
XA40 can
can shoot
shoot video
video at
at up
up to
to UHD
UHD 4K
4K 30p
30p
The
and Full
Full HD
HD 1080p
1080p at
at up
up to
to 60
60 fps.
fps. With
With dual
dual SD
SD card
card
and
slots, the
the XA40
XA40 can
can also
also supports
supports output
output up
up to
to 1920
1920 xx
slots,
1080p 10-bit
10-bit 4:2:2
4:2:2 video
video at
at 59.94
59.94 fps
fps via
via mini-HDMI.
mini-HDMI.
1080p
The camera
camera features
features both
both optical
optical and
and electronic
electronic image
image
The
stabilization and
and offers
offers several
several different
different options
options to
to focus
focus
stabilization
the image,
image, including
including Hybrid,
Hybrid, Normal,
Normal, Face
Face Only,
Only, Manual
Manual
the
Focus, Instant,
Instant, and
and Canon’s
Canon’s Medium
Medium autofocus.
autofocus. The
The
Focus,
camera features
features two
two XLR
XLR inputs
inputs with
with phantom
phantom power,
power, aa
camera
3.5mm stereo
stereo mini
mini input,
input, aa built-in
built-in stereo
stereo microphone
microphone
3.5mm
and, finally,
finally, aa headphone
headphone jack.
jack.
and,
Learn more
more at
at videomaker.com/r/Canon-XA40
videomaker.com/r/Canon-XA40
Learn

Best DSLR/mirrorless camera
Nikon Z6
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Best cinema camera

Best hybrid camera

The Nikon
Nikon Z6
Z6 has
has aa 24.5-megapixel
24.5-megapixel full-frame
full-frame CMOS
CMOS
The
sensor that
that shoots
shoots up
up to
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UHD 4K
4K at
at 30
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It can
can also
also
sensor
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slow-motion up
up to
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per second
second in
in HD.
HD.
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Additionally, the
the Z6
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offers Nikon’s
Nikon’s first
first log
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profile, N-Log,
N-Log, and
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10-bit 4:2:2
4:2:2 UHD
UHD 4K
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profile,
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single XQD
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slot. The
The
HDMI.
Nikon Z6
Z6 has
has both
both aa 273
273 point
point phase-detect
phase-detect autofocus
autofocus
Nikon
system and
and in-body
in-body image
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Along with
with aa 3.23.2system
inch tilting
tilting touch-enabled
touch-enabled rear
rear display,
display, It’s
It’s also
also equipped
equipped
inch
with aa 3.6m-Dot
3.6m-Dot electronic
electronic viewfinder.
viewfinder.
with
Learn more
more at
at videomaker.com/r/Nikon-Z6
videomaker.com/r/Nikon-Z6
Learn
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Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K

Sony a7R IV

The Sony a7R IV combines a 61-megapixel resolution
image sensor with 6K oversampled video for capturing
UHD 4K video. The top video resolution is 4K 30fps with a
bitrate up to 100 Mbps. The highest frame rate is 120fps
(available in 100Mbps). The a7R IV has 5.5 stops of image
stabilization via Steady Shot, regardless of what lens you
put on the camera. The AF system in the a7R IV uses both
contrast and phase-detect autofocus.
Fortunately, we didn’t experience any overheating with
the camera, and it has a good battery life from Sony’s
new Z battery. With the video looking great, no record
time limit and dual card slots, the Sony a7R IV is ready for
just about anything.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/Sony-a7RIV

The headline feature for Blackmagic Pocket Cinema
Camera 6K is its internal capture of 6K 12-bit RAW video
to one of three capture media options: SD, CFast2.0 or
external SSD via the USB-C port. The camera also comes
with a top frame rate of 120 fps in 2.8K and options for
Blackmagic RAW and ProRes capture. The camera can
also output 10-bit 4:2:2 to an external recorder. The
Pocket Cinema Camera 6K has a headphone jack and two
audio inputs, though neither are full-sized XLR. Last but
not least, the camera uses the EF lens mount.
This camera has a large and touch-sensitive screen.
Although the screen can not move, the all-touch menu is
intuitive. In all, the Pocket Cinema Camera 6K has superb
image quality and delivers a ton of value.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/BMPCC6K

Best lens

Best specialty
camera
DJI OSMO
Pocket

The DJI
DJI Osmo
Osmo Pocket
Pocket is
is aa gimbal-mounted
gimbal-mounted camera
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but
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touchscreen that
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the camera
camera and
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with
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there are
are dual
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microphones for
for recording
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audio.
there
Learn more
more at
at videomaker.com/r/DJI-OSMOPocket
videomaker.com/r/DJI-OSMOPocket
Learn

NIKKOR Z
24-70mm f/2.8 S.

This lens features Nikon’s
Multi-Focus System for “fast
and accurate” autofocusing. This system even works if
you get up close to your subject. Plus, the 24-70mm f/2.8
S is the first NIKKOR Z lens to feature a dedicated manual
focus ring, independent from the customizable control
ring. The lens also features a Function button and an
Organic EL Lens Information Panel.
For video, the lens features reduced focusing breathing, a quiet stepping motor, customizable control ring,
and the ability to use the in-camera 5-axis VR + eVR of the
Nikon Z6 and Z7 full-frame mirrorless cameras.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/NIKKOR-Z24-70mm
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Best Products Award Criterion
For a product to qualify for our Best Products of the
Year, it must have passed through the Videomaker
headquarters in 2017 for examination by our editors.
From there, we judged products based on the following seven criteria:
1. Empowerment: How effective the product is at
helping videographers be more effective storytellers.
2. Ease of Operation: How user-friendly it is.
3. Affordability: The product must provide a good
value for the price.
4. Quality: It must be put together well, durable and
show excellence in its category.
5. Innovation: It should have some inventive or
original features.
6. Dependability: It needs to be able to endure the
rigors of active video production.
7. Performance: It must work consistently and
effectively.

Best stabilizer
DJI Ronin-SC

The Ronin-SC is a singlehanded 3-axis gimbal
designed for popular
mirrorless cameras — and
it only weighs 2.4 pounds.
The gimbal’s battery can
last through up to 11 hours
of use on a single charge,
and it has a joystick and a
few buttons that allow the
user to change how the
gimbal moves.
New to the Ronin-SC is
the Force Mobile feature
that allows users to stand up to 82 feet away and move
their smartphone around to control where the camera
and gimbal are pointing.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/DJI-RoninSC

Best microphone

Sennheiser XS Wireless Digital

Best storage

LaCie 2big RAID T3

The LaCie 2big RAID T3 oﬀers transfer speeds up to
440 MB/s and capacities up to 16TB across two storage
drives. The enclosure provides USB-C connectivity for
compatibility with Thunderbolt 3, USB 3.1 Gen 2 and
legacy USB 3.0. The design of this RAID is also said to
reduce noise and vibration.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/LaCie-2big

The new wireless series from Sennheiser is an entry-level
mic set for DSLR and mirrorless cameras. In addition to
a transmitter and receiver, the Lavalier Set consists of
an ME2-II lavalier as well as an additional transmitter for
another handheld dynamic mic.
An XSW-D receiver can be paired to multiple transmitters simultaneously, allowing you to switch between the
transmitters. Operating at 02.4 GHz open spectrum, you
shouldn’t have any issues when using the mics worldwide. Distance-wise, the system has a transmission
range of up to 250 feet.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/Sennheiser-XSWD

Best light

Litepanels Gemini 1×1
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The Litepanels Gemini 1×1 Soft LED panel provides a soft
source of color accurate illumination with full spectrum
Daylight and Tungsten lighting. This light allows for additional quick and easy adjustment, offering full-featured
lighting modes for effects.
For impressive flexibility, the Gemini 1×1 offers full
color adjustment with hue and saturation control. The
intensity of the light’s output can be adjusted anywhere
from 0% to 100% at all times. With manual and remote
control via standard DMX 512 protocol or wirelessly with
the option of wireless DMX or Bluetooth, the Litepanels
Gemini 1×1 is able to adapt to any lighting situation.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/Litepanels-Gemini1x1
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Best
Best workstation
workstation
Acer
Acer ConceptD
ConceptD 77

Powered
Poweredby
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QuadroRTX
RTX5000
5000GPUs,
GPUs,the
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anyother
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onthe
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real-time8K
8KRED
REDvideo
videoediting
editingand
andrendering
rendering
comfortably.
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ConceptD77includes
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featureslike
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latest
latestreal-time
real-timeray-tracing
ray-tracingand
andTuring
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RTCores
Coresand
andaa
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15.6-inchUHD
UHD4K
4KIPS
IPSPANTONE
PANTONEValidated
Validateddisplay,
display,making
making
ititaagreat
greatpick
pickfor
forvideo
videoeditors
editorson
onthe
thego.
go.
Learn
Learnmore
moreat
atvideomaker.com/r/Acer-ConceptD7
videomaker.com/r/Acer-ConceptD7
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Best audio recorder

Best ﬁeld monitor
Atomos Shinobi

Zoom F6

The Atomos Shinobi sports a 5.2-inch 1000 nit anti-reﬂection uni-touch IPS panel. While it doesn’t support HDMI
out, it can receive a 4K signal and display it in full HD
through the HDMI input. Additionally, the monitor shares
the Atomos Ninja V’s HDR 1920 x 1080 display and color
processing. The 5-inch Atomos Shinobi aims to be an excellent tool for vloggers and producers who are working
on a budget and don’t need the recording functionality
featured in other Atomos oﬀerings.
Read more at videomaker.com/r/Atomos-Shinobi

The Zoom F6 is a professional ﬁeld recorder that features
both 32-bit ﬂoat recording and dual AD converters. It has
six inputs, Zoom’s solid time code, multiple power options and wireless control.
The Zoom F6 also has a super-low noise ﬂoor (-127
dBu EIN), high gain (up to 75 dB) and selectable mic/line
levels for each input. You can even control the F6 using
an iPhone or iPad app via Bluetooth, allowing you to
monitor signals, adjust levels, trigger transport controls
and enter metadata.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/Zoom-F6
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Best
Best beginner
beginner editing
editing software
software
Apple
Apple iMovie
iMovie

Best desktop monitor
BenQ PD2700U

If you’re looking for a solid 4K screen, you should check
out the BenQ PD2700U DesignVue Designer 27-inch
monitor. It oﬀers 100% sRGB and Rec. 709 color gamuts
over its 350 nit bright UHD 4K IPS panel. The PD700U also
has a native resolution of UHD 4K (3840 x 2160) at 60 Hz
and supports up to 1.07 billion colors. The matte ﬁnish
is excellent, and being able to rotate the screen could be
handy for some applications.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/BenQ-PD2700U

Simple
Simpleand
andeasy
easyto
touse,
use,Apple
AppleiMovie
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freeand
andubiqubiquitous.
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versions.iMovie’s
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simpleinterface
interface
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anideal
idealapplication
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howto
to
edit
editvideo.
video.ItItcan
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4Kvideo,
video,so
soeven
evenififyour
yourcamera
camera
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betterthan
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editing,you
youcan
canstill
stillwork
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with
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simplydrag
dragand
anddrop
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Finally,
Finally,this
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editingsoftware
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more
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screen.
Learn
Learnmore
moreat
atvideomaker.com/r/Apple-iMovie
videomaker.com/r/Apple-iMovie

Best motion control system
Rhino Arc II

Best
Best plug-in
plug-in suite
suite
Red
Red Giant
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Universe
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thetotal
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Learn
Learnmore
moreat
atvideomaker.com/r/Red-Giant-Universe
videomaker.com/r/Red-Giant-Universe

The Rhino Arc II is a 4-axis motorized-head robotic camera assistant compatible with both tripods and Rhino
sliders. It can handle up to 15 pounds, and when the
head is used with a slider, the motor is capable of moving
25 pounds horizontally and 10 pounds vertically. You can
control the Arc II via an app or using built-in joysticks for
pan, tilt, focus and slide. The auto-tracking feature uses
an app on your phone to keep the camera pointed at the
subject during slide movements. With a 60Wh battery,
you get out about 48 hours of use when shooting timelapses or about two hours of continuous shooting.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/Rhino-ArcII

Thank you, folks!

This year we saw many great products worth the recognition of being part
of our best of the year. We appreciate the dedication brands put into their
products, and we eagerly look forward to new and exciting innovations
from them next year. Thank you to the brands that provided us with the
products to evaluate, and above all, a lively recognition to you for reading
Videomaker and trusting our input. Here’s to another great year!

Best enthusiast editing software
Wondershare Filmora9
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Filmora9 is the latest iteration of Wondershare’s video
editing software. This desktop video editing app offers a simpliﬁed editing interface while still giving users
control over their media. Filmora’s collection of editing
tools includes all of the basics, plus extras like speed and
reverse clip controls, video and audio track separation,
and picture in picture support. As for image adjustments,
users can improve image quality and dial in a look with a
robust collection of ﬁlters and eﬀects, including support
for 3D LUTs.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/Wondershare-Filmora9
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Best professional editing software
Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve 16

The new version of Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve offers some exciting updates, the standout being a more
comfortable and faster cut page for editors. The software
allows you to import, edit, trim, add transitions, titles, automatically match color and mix audio. With the DaVinci
Neural Engine AI, you will have at your disposal features
like speed warp motion estimation for retiming and a
super scale for up-scaling footage, as well as auto color,
color matching and facial recognition. DaVinci Resolve 16
also has new adjustment clips, which can be used to apply eﬀects and grades to clips on the timeline below.
Learn more at videomaker.com/r/DaVinci-Resolve16
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SHOOTING
SHOOTING

SHOOTING
by Jeff Chaves
by Jeff Chaves

The state
state of
of mobile
mobile journalism
journalism
The
Philip Bromwell got his start at
the BBC more than 20 years ago.
Now, he is a strong advocate
for mobile journalism. Here’s
why he puts his faith in this new
brand of production.

“It’s not about replacing existing ways
of working,” according to Philip Bromwell, “It’s about complementing them
using the gear that we already have.”
Bromwell is a journalist with Ireland’s
National radio and television network
RTÉ. Over the past few years, Bromwell has traveled the world, covering
everything from the Olympics to
the Oscars. He knows the secrets of
traveling with small, portable gear.
Today he often works with his “MoJo
kit”, as he calls it, referring to his
mobile journalism kit.
The kit contains a Manfrotto B3
tripod, a Sennheiser wireless lavalier
and a few packable mini LED lights.
The centerpiece is his iPhone. This
serves as a camera, and often an
editing system when he’s in a rush.
Bromwell’s official title is Digital Native Video Editor. He tells us that shooting on the iPhone started as something

print

of an experiment about five years ago.
“I had a bit of extra time to do these
[feature] stories but I was intrigued to
use this camera that we carry with all
the time. I was just trying to see what
I could do with it. So, I started filming
stories on my iPhone and nobody really noticed the difference.”

A mobile experiment

Bromwell points out that, for him,
it’s not about the gear. “I don’t like to
overburden myself with kits.” He, in

While editing on a smartphone was once cumbersome at best, new apps have harnessed
the power in these tiny computers to let creators craft pro edits on the go.
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directly on his phone. More often,
directly
on his
phone.
More often,
he’ll return
to the
newsroom
and
he’ll
return
to
the
newsroom
airdrop his footage to an iPadand
Pro with
airdrop
hiseditor.
footage
to anuse
iPad
Pro
with
the same
“I can
that
much
the
same
editor.
use that
much
larger
screen
to “I
docan
a fairly
sophisticatlarger
screen
to dousathat
fairly
ed edit.”
He tells
it’ssophisticatgreat even
ed
edit.”
He
tells
us
that
it’s
for keys and finesse edits. great even
for keys and finesse edits.

New environment with new tools
New
environment
One reason
RTÉ has with
addednew
thesetools
mobile
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his words, “always comes back to the
his
words,
“always
back to
idea
that my
primecomes
motivation
is the
to
idea
that
my
prime
motivation
is
to
tell the story.” So, Bromwell doesn’t
tell
the loads
story.”ofSo,
Bromwell
doesn’t
“need
gear
to do that.
It seems
“need
loads
of gear to do that. It seems
counter
intuitive.”
counter
intuitive.”
Bromwell
started shooting on the
Bromwell
started
shooting
on the
iPhone 4s. The
quality,
compared
to
iPhone
4s.
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quality,
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to
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more
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than
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about
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available
iOS and
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In app
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post-production
workIn
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of
post-production
workflow, RTÉ uses Avid editors. Bromwell,
flow,
RTÉ uses
however,
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editseditors.
on theBromwell,
mobile
however,
often editswhich
on the
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hemobile
calls
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he calls
transformative.
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is, in effect,
the
transformative.
is, in effect,
desktop editing“It
experience
butthe
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desktop
editing
experience
on
your phone.
Before
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your
phone.
Before
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along,
editing
options
were
editing
options
were
very
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In fact, sometimes, Bromwell edits
In fact, sometimes, Bromwell edits
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production
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is
production
tools,
Bromwell
says,
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because
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a storyteller
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storytelling
experience
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tools
are perfect for
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tools
are
perfect for
getting
the story
and
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it on
getting
the
story
and
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on
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multiple
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I
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to
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of
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that
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to
equip
everyone
in the
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with
a video
camera.
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with
video
camera.
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goinga to
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theto
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in youron
newsroom
the
people
in your
newsroom
phones.
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have
a phone, have
they
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camera.
already
have
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camera.
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They
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if
you
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app ecosystem, effectively a mini
app
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production
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in their pocket.”
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for training
Bromwell
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everyone is
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the toolsfor
they
have.
everyone
to
use
the
tools
they
have.
RTÉ now has four mobile journalists.
RTÉ now has four mobile journalists.

Get the small story
Get
the small
story of using moAnother
big advantage

Another
big advantage
using you
mobile journalism
tools isof
getting
bile
tools
getting
intojournalism
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into
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stories.
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a big
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of
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says,
“I’m
a
big
advocate
of
the idea of trying to find what are osthe idea of trying to find what are os-

Some stories benefit from smaller, more familiar tools. Bromwell believes his smartphone
allows him to better capture stories like those of the Syrian refugees coming to Ireland.

tensibly small stories, but they have a
big impact.” In Europe, there is a lot of
controversy surrounding the surge of
refugees. “The media has been guilty
of looking at refugees or asylum seekers as a homogenous group. I like to
look at who is one person who is the
individual and try to tell their story,”
Bromwell explains.
For one story, he discovered a teenage girl from Syria with an incredible
story. “She had only been in Ireland
for 6 months she was already speaking really good English (with a very
definite Irish accent) and she had
taught herself to play the piano really
well by watching YouTube videos.”
To go into this refugee camp with a
large crew and tons of equipment may
have had the wrong impact. “That girl
had no preconceptions as to how her
story should be told. The fact that I
wanted to film her story on my phone
made what could have been a potentially intimidating or different experience
so much better.” Bromwell points out
that mobile journalism might just be the
perfect way to shoot in some situations.

the iPhone camera. I was using all of
my experience, all my understanding
of things like composition and framing
and technique etc. I was just treating
my phone as another camera.”
As he did more work in mobile
journalism, he had to learn new techniques. For instance, he found that you
can’t really do an effective zoom. “You
are the zoom,” he points out. But it is
definitely possible to tell a great story
with the camera you carry with you.
“This is not about making everybody work like this. It’s about creating
a genuine mixed company of workflows, abilities and skills, and using
the tools that we have available to us,”
Bromwell says. “It’s just proven, thus
far, to be a pretty efficient and creative
solution to solving a problem that we
had, that was how do we try to reinvent ourselves, reinvent our storytelling for a 21st century audience.”
You can follow Philip Bromwell’s
and his work on RTÉ’s web site, ire.
ie. Or, check his Vimeo page for more
work created with mobile tools: vimeo.
com/philipbromwell

The tools you have

Using the tools and the knowledge
you have is the key beginning in mobile journalism. Bromwell says in the
beginning, “I was applying everything
I knew about filming an applying it to

Jeff Chaves was trained in video production in
the Army and has been involved in the industry
for more than 30 years. He and his wife run
Grace Pictures Inc.
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by Odin Lindblom

High-end look,
look, low-cost
low-cost camera
camera
High-end
How do you get the most out of
your budget camera and production gear? The key is to know
both your tools and the look you
want in your final product.
Have you been wondering how to
improve your footage? Maybe, you’ve
been thinking, “I really need a better
camera?” To improve your production’s
overall quality, your camera isn’t as
important as proper planning, framing your shots, lighting your subjects
and recording good audio. With the
properly applied techniques, your cinematography or videography can look
amazing with almost any camera.

What is low-cost?

To ensure we’re on the same page,
let’s consider a low-cost camera as
one that retails for less than $1,000.
In that price range, you might own a
smartphone, camcorder, DSLR/mirrorless camera or even an entry-level
cinema camera. Regardless of camera
cost, the production methods are very
similar, if not the same; so, even if you
were to use a more expensive camera,
the following techniques would still
make your footage better.

What is a high-end look?
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Do you want your work to look more
like “Game of Thrones” or “Crazy Rich
Asians”? Maybe, you think a high-end
look can only be achieved with footage
taken with expensive camera packages and complex post-production
workflows? It’s important to know that
creating a high-end look is really more
about having your footage match the
subject matter and making sure the
look of the footage stays consistent.
In cinematography and videography, you’re telling a story. That story
can be anything from “Lord of the
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Developyour
yourlook
look
Develop

Since the Lumière brothers introduced the film
Since the Lumière brothers introduced the film
camera, creators have borrowed techniques from
camera, creators have borrowed techniques from
prior productions. With this in mind, look at
prior productions. With this in mind, look at
footage that’s similar in theme and emotion to
footage that’s similar in theme and emotion to
yours. With planning, you can create a similar
yours. With planning, you can create a similar
look for your production. Don’t worry about
look for your production. Don’t worry about
your footage looking “the same” as someone
your footage looking “the same” as someone
else’s. Since your subjects, locations and story
else’s. Since your subjects, locations and story
will probably be different, it will look unique to
will probably be different, it will look unique to
your audience. Even if it doesn’t, people don’t
your audience. Even if it doesn’t, people don’t
watch westerns to see something different visuwatch westerns to see something different visually; they watch them to see a good story. If your
ally; they watch them to see a good story. If your
story and production quality are good, your
story and production quality are good, your
audience will respond positively.
audience will respond positively.

Gettotoknow
knowyour
yourcamera
camera
Get

Rings” to a how-to video on installing
tile flooring. The look of your footage should match the story you’re
telling. Let’s say your footage is dark
and grainy, and it’s hard to see your
subjects. If you’re shooting a romantic comedy or a sit down interview,
people may not react to it favorably.
However, that same look could be perfect for a horror film. The better the
footage matches the story, the more
polished your production will look.
Having your footage look consistent has to do with technique. For
setups that are meant to look similar,
you want to make sure that your
highlights, shadows and color match
from shot to shot and scene to scene.
This type of consistency should be
applied to your framing and your
camera movement. This also helps
your shots stand out when they are
meant to look distinct, like when
you want to imply a different time,
location or emotion. It’s important
to make sure that your footage has
a common feel so when you break
from that, it highlights the change.
Consistency is even more important
for the timing of your edits. Most
people don’t notice edits directly, but
they respond to them emotionally.
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Good sound = good picture

As surprising as it may seem, most
viewers will not point out sound unless
it’s so bad that the dialog is inaudible.
Paradoxically, instead of pointing out
the audio problems, they are much
more likely to say that the footage
looks bad or is low quality, even when
it’s the audio that really needs work.
Good sound makes your picture look
better to most people; so, depending
on what you’re doing, sound may be
more important than the picture.

How do you get quality footage?

It all starts with planning. Typically,
having a less expensive camera means
you have less resources, in general, to
support your productions. This makes
planning more important because you’ll
have less to work with when something
goes wrong or when you have to make
a change. Map out everything that you
want to see and hear in your production in advance; then, figure out the
equipment and resources you’ll need to
get your production from pre to post.
Equipment lists, production notes, shot
lists and storyboards can not only make
your productions run smoother but
can also help you have a better finished
project and have more fun making it.

I don’t mean that you should have an intimate
I don’t mean that you should have an intimate
conversation over a candlelight dinner with it.
conversation over a candlelight dinner with it.
What I am suggesting is that you learn every
What I am suggesting is that you learn every
feature and operational function. Typically,
feature and operational function. Typically,
less expensive cameras lack functionality. They
less expensive cameras lack functionality. They
have fewer features and are harder to operate,
have fewer features and are harder to operate,
making them less versatile than higher-priced
making them less versatile than higher-priced
cameras; so, some functions on lower-priced
cameras; so, some functions on lower-priced
cameras may not be practical to use with the
cameras may not be practical to use with the
way you shoot, like settings that are too deep in
way you shoot, like settings that are too deep in
menus to change while shooting. When commenus to change while shooting. When comparing the differences in price between camparing the differences in price between cameras, it’s often not so much about overall image
eras, it’s often not so much about overall image
quality; rather, it’s the intuitiveness and ease of
quality; rather, it’s the intuitiveness and ease of
use of the camera.
use of the camera.

Techniquesand
andhacks
hacks
Techniques

Whether you use professional video lights or the lights you picked up at the
hardware store, proper lighting is essential to improving your image quality.
Test out different lighting setups to see what works best for your story.

Hacks
Wrap the mic: Modify a windsock that’s built
for a different mic to fit yours. If no sock is available, try wrapping the mic in foam or fabric to
block out the wind.
Lav and subject placement: Attach a lavalier
mic to your subject and have them stand with
their back to the wind. This can often block all
or most of the wind noise.
Hiss in the audio
Hiss is usually caused by one of three things:
audio that is recorded without enough gain (too
low of a level), problems with the recording
components creating the audio or camera noise.
Here are some ways to combat hiss.

Let’s go over some common challenges with
Let’s go over some common challenges with
cameras and what techniques and hacks you can
cameras and what techniques and hacks you can
use to work around them. For many of these,
use to work around them. For many of these,
you’ll have to set your camera to a mode that
Techniques
you’ll have to set your camera to a mode that
allows manual setting adjustments.
Proper audio gain: If you have a hiss in the
allows manual setting adjustments.
recording, manually increase the gain (recordWind noise
ing level) to eliminate the hiss. Be careful not to
Wind noise
The wind can create noise that is impossible to
adjust the gain so high that the audio distorts.
The wind can create noise that is impossible to
remove from your audio in post. Here are some
Secondary audio: Some cameras are noisy. Ofremove from your audio in post. Here are some
ways to prevent that.
ten you can’t get clean audio from the camera’s
ways to prevent that.
attached mic or from connecting mics to a camTechniques
era. In this case, use mics with an external audio
Techniques
Insulate the Mic: Use a windsock, zeppelin or
recorder for less hiss.
Insulate the Mic: Use a windsock, zeppelin or
other device designed to shield your mic from
other device designed to shield your mic from
the wind.
Controlling highlights and shadows
the wind.
ADR: This is the process of recording audio in
A camera’s dynamic range is the latitude from
ADR: This is the process of recording audio in
post to match the audio recorded during producthe darkest to the brightest image reproduction.
post to match the audio recorded during production. Often used in scripted productions and for
Because smaller cameras usually have limited
tion. Often used in scripted productions and for
voice-overs in documentary projects, this may be
dynamic range, you may need to use a combinavoice-overs in documentary projects, this may be
the solution for your bad audio.
tion of the following techniques and hacks to
the solution for your bad audio.
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OPINION
by Ricky Anderson II

While less-expensive cameras often
have a harder time
producing the
shallow depth of
field look, you can
get close with good
camera and subject
placement and a
simple background.

Technique
Control your DoF: A larger aperture
(iris opening) combined with a larger
focal length for your lens (i.e. 100mm or
200mm) will give you a larger depth of
field and a background that blurs more.

control how your camera reproduces
highlights and shadows.
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Techniques
Proper lighting: The greatest of cameras can not compensate for light that
doesn’t support your story. Take the
time to test different lighting setups so
you can find where your camera will
perform best for the look you want.
Unless your shooting in the style of
a run-and-gun documentary or a live
event where you may not have control
of the lighting, this will be your most
valuable production technique.
Control your iris: Open it wider for
brighter footage; close it some to make
the image darker. More light often gives
you more detail in the shadows but less
definition in the highlights. Experiment
with this; it can be a real balancing act.
ISO, exposure, gain: These functions
are similar in most cameras. The
greater the number represented in
the control, the brighter the image
will get. You can make your shadows
brighter, but at some point you’ll start
to get noise or grain in the image. The
amount of noise that is acceptable
depends upon the look you have in
mind for your video.
Neutral density filter: ND filters lower
the amount of light hitting the camera’s image sensor, which makes the
image darker. Most low cost cameras
don’t have built-in ND filters, but you
can often use screw-ons or mount
them in other ways.
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Why you don’t NEED a dedicated
camera

behind them blurred. There are a few
ways to obtain this look.

Hacks
Rock that shutter: Many cameras,
even those on phones, have electronic
shutters. Normally you might not
adjust this exposure control when
shooting video; but, turned up, the
shutter will help darken the image.
High shutter rates also give a staccato
or choppy look to the footage. It’s a

TEST ALL OF YOUR PRODUCTION GEAR TO FIND
ITS STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES.
look that has been popular for action
shots in films for years, and it may be
a good match for some of your footage. Try it to find out.
Stack your NDs: One ND filter may
not be enough. You can stack filters
two or three thick to block enough
light on a sunny day. You may need to
use oversized ND filters and stepdown
adapters to prevent the filter from
cutting off the corners of the image. A
good example would be using 67mm
NDs stacked and a 67mm to 58mm
stepdown ring to attach them to the
58mm filter mount of your lens.
Blurred backgrounds
Many productions want the look of a
shallow depth of field so the subject
can stand out with the background

VIDE OMAKER >>> JAN U ARY - FEBRU ARY 2020

Hacks
Distance: Keep your subject as close
to the camera as possible and background as far away from your subject
as possible.
Simple backgrounds: A background
with very little detail can help you
subject stand out, giving you a look
that’s similar to that of a shot with
shallow depth of field.

Test your gear

Test all of your gear to find its strengths
and weaknesses. Set up shots that
are the same or similar to what you
want in your production; then, test the
equipment you plan to use along with
your intended workflow. You might
also want to try different types of
camera support to see what works best
for you. You’ll find that some common
camera features like image stabilization may not work well for all types of
shooting. Also keep in mind that, just
as your camera can’t fix bad lighting,
a great audio recorder can’t fix bad
microphone placement.

Wrap up

With a combination of field tested production techniques and tips on getting
the most out of a low-cost camera,
you’ll be ready to maximize your production’s quality. Best of all, it won’t
take long to start using these skills on
your next project, so go out and plan
your production, test your gear and
have a great time shooting.
Odin Lindblom is a director, cinematographer
and award-winning editor whose work includes
film, commercials and corporate video.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72029081

There are both benefits and drawbacks to using a
dedicated camera over a mobile device.
Okay, put your pitchforks down and
just hear me out. I come from an era
when having a camera was actually
what qualified you to be able to make
video. Moreover, when I was young and
I had my Sony FX1 (that’s right, the one
with the mini DV tapes), that gave me
license to create things. In fact, since I
was known as ‘the guy with a camera’
that opened me up to a lot of work opportunities to make videos I wouldn’t
have been able to make if I didn’t have a
professional dedicated camera.
Now we live in an era of video
where the barrier to entry is more
like a speed bump. More and more
individuals are capturing great looking
video without a dedicated camera.

Benefits of not having
a dedicated camera

The first perk: You don’t have to wait
to get the shot. If you, like most, never
leave your home without your phone,
that means you’ll always have a camera on hand. Not only that, you’re also
able to get your camera into places a
dedicated camera can’t fit (or isn’t allowed). This can be a huge advantage
for run and gun guerrilla filmmakers.

More than 70% of YouTube watch
time comes from mobile devices

Additionally, the majority of media
nowadays is consumed on the same
device you’re recording video. So,
you’ll already have a good idea of how
everything is going to look.
The biggest advantage though, is
price. If you already have a phone —
guess what — you already have a camera. You don’t need to spend hundreds
or even thousands of dollars on something that you’re only going to use for a

If you don’t know a lot about
ISO, f- stops, or shutter speed, then
you won’t be able to actually use a
smartphone camera to its full potential. Those topics are things you have
to know when you have a dedicated
camera. In short, an understanding
of exposure and lighting translates to
almost any dedicated camera that you
would have; it’s just a matter of knowing how that specific camera works.
Also, if you show-up to a video
shoot with a dedicated camera, that

“CONTENT IS EVERYTHING AND THE GEAR YOU
USE DOES NOT DICTATE THE CONTENT YOU
MAKE.” RYAN CONNOLLY – FILMMAKER
video, especially if you are a hobbyist. A
dedicated camera may not be an investment you’re willing or able to make.

shows you know what you are doing
and adds another level of professionalism and legitimacy.

Benefits of having a dedicated camera

Conclusion

All that being said, having a dedicated
camera — at least for me — is still my
preferred method of shooting video.
The camera on
your phone can
get a lot of great
visuals, but it’s
not going to help
you understand
how to capture
the best image. It
is a smartphone,
after all. You
camera will be
doing a lot of
thinking for you.
Oddly enough,
that can actuWhile a smartphone is small and convenient, there are still sigally work to your
nificant advantages to using a dedicated video camera, including
disadvantage.
better focus and exposure controls.
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Maybe use both?
At the end of the day, your camera
is a tool. Carpenters aren’t worried
about going out of business because
other people can buy a hammer at
the hardware store. As video professionals or enthusiasts alike, it’s
important for us to understand whatever technology is at our disposal, so
that we can tell our story.
Whether it is an iPhone or ARRI
ALEXA, use the tools you have to tell
your story.
Ricky Anderson II is a Texas-based video producer and editor with over 10 years of experience in creating engaging and entertaining
videos online.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72028555
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by Mark Levy and Roman Zelichenko

Should you
you hire
hire union?
union?
Should
Your decision to work with
SAG-AFTRA or other unions will
change how you run your production. Should you hire a union cast
and crew? New York labor attorney Wendy LaManque weighs in.

When embarking on a new video
project, there are huge decisions to
be made. One of the biggest choices
you’ll have to make is — should you
go union? This question is an important one. In fact, this decision will directly impact your talent pool, budget,
daily schedule, overall timeline and
many other factors.

What is a union?
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Let’s explore the background of
unions. Simply put, unions represent
the interests of a group of workers in a
particular industry. Unions help these
workers unite in order to more competently negotiate with employers.
These negotiations concern things like
benefits, wages, hours, working conditions and other facets of their jobs. Ultimately, unions help create industry
best practices. They set guidelines and
help draft and enforce employment
contracts. They also advocate for the
workers they support, both in direct
employer disputes and more broadly
in the political arena.
In the media world, the main union
representing on-screen talent is the
Screen Actors Guild. SAG was originally formed in 1933 in an effort to
eliminate the exploitation of actors.
Back then, Hollywood studios forced
actors to sign onerous contracts. They
endured extremely long hours. Plus,
they had very little say over their
professional and personal, lives. Since
its formation, SAG has represented
more than 100,000 film and television
performers around the world. In 2012,
SAG merged with the American Fed-
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eration of Television and Radio Artists
(AFTRA) to create SAG-AFTRA.
Other than SAG-AFTRA, there are
some other unions to be aware of,
depending on your project. Others
include the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees (IATSE)
and the Writers Guild of America
(WGA). There’s also the American
Guild of Musical Artists (AGMA) and
Teamsters, a broader labor union that
has a Motion Picture and Theatrical
Trade Division, and even more.
So, what’s the difference between
working with a union and non-union
cast and crew? And which one should
you go with?
We asked Wendy LaManque, a
prominent New York City-based labor
attorney, for her thoughts. LaManque
has served as outside counsel for a
number of entertainment unions and
is currently legal counsel at AGMA.

The advantages of working with a
union cast or crew

Professionalism
Union casts and crews tend to be
more professional. This applies both
behind the camera and in front of it.
Union members typically have more
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years of experience under their belt
and are career actors or crew members. “Some people think of unions
as difficult to work with,” LaManque
told us. “The structure put in place by
the collective bargaining agreement
between the producers and the union
allows the cast and crew to perform
their work with a higher level of quality and professionalism.”
The advantages, though, aren’t limited to the cast and crew being more
professional. Union productions also
require that same level of professionalism from the producers, directors
and everyone else involved in the
project. “The rules pertaining to a
union production require everyone
to be more deliberate with their time
and money,” LaManque continued.
“You know when your cast and crew
will have their breaks, how long your
days are going to be, how much everyone is going to get paid, and when
overtime kicks in. All of this forces
those managing the production to
keep their cast and crew in mind
when planning their budgets and
schedules and encourages everybody
to stay on-task. It can benefit everyone involved.”

Safeguarding your cast and crew
A major advantage of working with a
union cast and crew is clear expectations. Unions have created a set of
important workplace expectations
over and above payment terms and
lunch breaks, specifically related to
discrimination and harassment. This
is particularly important given the
recent exposure of long-standing discrimination and sexual harassment in
the film and television industry.
LaManque stressed this. “Small,
non-union productions usually don’t
have an ‘HR’ department or some other way to resolve workplace conflicts
that may arise. In a union setting,
there are mechanisms in place to protect individuals against harassment
and discrimination. [This] provides
them with someone to go to who will
listen and advocate for them in case
something does happen on set.”
So the unions have many benefit
like professionalism, structure, and set
expectations. Additionally, workplace
safety and security are among the perks
of working with a union cast and crew.
What are some of the challenges?

The challenges of working with
SAG-AFTRA and other unions

Cost
All of the benefits named above ultimately come at a cost. It’s no secret
that hiring a union cast and crew
typically costs more than hiring nonunion. Union workers have non-negotiable minimum rates set by their collective bargaining agreements. These
can limit the flexibility of a film or
project, particularly where the budget
is small. LaManque explained, “salary
minimums are one of the most basic
protections a union contract provides
its members. Entertainment unions
were formed to protect artists and
ensure they are fairly compensated.”
LaManque went on. “In addition to
the minimum standards and rates set
by the basic collective bargaining agreement, many entertainment professionals also have a personal service contract, which goes above and beyond the
minimum, particularly for big-name
actors. An A-list celebrity may negotiate for additional contractual benefits
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Should
I Charge
for Video
Production?
It's the biggest question when you're
just starting out, but even long time
professional freelancers struggle
with this seemingly simple question.
You know that your time and work
is valuable, but how valuable? How
can you keep your prices competitive
without cheating yourself?

Remove the guesswork
with Videomaker's free
Video Rate Calculator.
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LEGAL
like a higher salary, separate dressing
areas, and agreements on press appearances. Personal service contracts are
not unique to unionized settings, but an
artist is better positioned to negotiate
for more money and greater benefits
in their personal agreements when the
collective bargaining agreement has
already established a ‘floor’ for wages
and other terms and conditions of
employment.”
Unions also bargain for health and
retirement contributions, which can
be costly.
Scheduling
Another challenge presented is with
project length and scheduling. If you
want union workers, you have to keep
in mind limitations on the length of
the workday. There’s no asking your
union cast or crew to stay late and
finish a scene. You can’t ask them to
come back on set after hours without
paying a premium or getting a waiver
from the union.
“Union contracts are between the
union and the production company,
so an individual artist can’t waive a
union requirement such as breaks or
overtime even if they wanted to. If the
production company wants to waive a
certain union rule, they need to contact the union directly. This structure
ensures consistent application of the
rules and prevents those managing
the production from putting undue
pressure on the cast and crew to continue working beyond their level of
comfort or ability,” LaManque told us.

Best practices if you can’t hire a
union cast or crew
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So, you’ve weighed the benefits
against the challenges. What if you
simply cannot afford to go with a
union cast or crew? Does that mean
your project, and your cast and crew,
are going to suffer? Not necessarily.
For starters, while there is certainly
a correlation between union membership and quality, there are incredibly talented non-union actors and
brilliant non-union crew that can take
part in your video production. So going non-union doesn’t mean you have
to sacrifice your vision.
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More importantly, from a legal
standpoint, you can still follow union
protocols and best practices with
non-union workers for the benefit of
everyone involved in your production.

Applying union protocol

“Familiarize yourself with union contracts,” noted LaManque, “and adopt,
to whatever extent possible, those
industry standards. There are a number of union rules you can follow that
won’t cost you money, like establishing
safety guidelines on set (beyond what
is required by OSHA), setting clear
ground rules for intimate scenes, providing for separate changing rooms,
and so on. If you want to run your production as professionally as possible
and you want to have the structure a
union provides, but you simply can’t
afford to pay union minimums, you
can still adopt union rules to try and
emulate the unionized environment. It
requires more work and planning, but
it will show your cast and crew that
you know what you’re doing, that you
care about their safety, and that you’re
trying to create art in the most professional possible setting.”
LaManque stressed that for any
production, it is critical to let the cast
and crew know some things from the
outset. For one, communicate that you
don’t tolerate harassment and discrimination on set. “Several states now
require employers to have anti-harassment policies and reporting structures
in place, and employers in the entertainment industry should ensure compliance with those laws. Even where it’s
not required by law, it’s best to designate someone to receive confidential
reports of perceived harassment or
discrimination — someone the cast and
crew are comfortable with. This helps
ensure everyone feels safe and will lead
people to trust you and want to work
with you in the future. That’s how you
build your reputation, and even more
importantly, change the culture.”

Conclusion

If you want to hire union workers from
SAG-AFTRA or other unions, you will
need to follow their established procedures. Luckily, the SAG-AFTRA website
VIDEOMAKER >>> JAN U ARY - FEBRU ARY 2020

has a great deal of information, all the
necessary documents, and step-bystep instructions. They also encourage
reaching out to them with questions.
Most unions will help you ensure
you’re doing things the right way.
“At the end of the day, unions are
there to protect their members,” remarked LaManque, as she reflected on
the fact that not everyone can afford to
go the union route. “To the extent that
there are protections in place in the absence of a union, a producer or director
can establish a level of trust with their
cast and crew that will go a long way
toward creating a professional and safe
environment. If a producer can address
at the outset some of the issues that
create the most uncertainty for workers
— payment, breaks, basic conditions
of employment, and personal safety
— the cast and the crew can focus on
doing what they do best: creating art.”
Working with a union has both
advantages and disadvantages. Looking past the contracts and other legal
considerations reveals the real answer.
Unions exist to protect actors, crew
members and media professionals. If
you’re embarking on a new project,
make sure to follow the same path.
Look out for your cast and crew,
whether they’re part of a union or not.
Because when you do, they’ll look
out for you too, and that’s where the
magic happens.

More about Wendy LaManque

Wendy LaManque is a graduate of
Cornell University’s School of Industrial
& Labor Relations and Brooklyn Law
School. Wendy worked at AFTRA (premerger with SAG) and Actors Equity Association. She also practiced in a private
law firm for six years before becoming
Eastern Counsel for the American Guild
of Musical Artists. Nothing in this article
constitutes legal advice, and employers
with questions regarding their legal obligations should contact an attorney.
Mark Levy practices intellectual property law
in Evergreen, Colorado. Roman Zelichenko is
Founder & CEO at LaborLess as well as a lawyer,
writer, improviser, climber and traveler.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72027664

by Jeff Chaves

Professional quality video from a mobile device
The camera you keep in your pocket is getting better every year.

It may surprise you to know that some
high-level professional video productions rely on a tool that you probably
already own — a mobile phone. We’ve
told you about mobile journalists and
documentary filmmakers who are using their iPhones as primary cameras.
Additionally, there have been
several Oscar and Sundance-winning
films that have used iPhones, at least
as secondary cameras. Plus, editing
tools for mobile are getting better
as more industry insiders switch to
mobile tools.
We caught up with two leading app
developers to find out who uses their
products and how. We also asked the
big question: Can you produce highquality video with just a mobile device?
The answer is a resounding “yes.”

Professional video control
on a mobile device

Neil Barham is the Founder and CEO
of Filmic. They make Filmic Pro, a
camera app that adds superior control
functions to your iOS or Android

device. The company began development nearly a decade ago. Back then,
mobile cameras were somewhat of a
novelty. They thought that if the camera image controls were better, maybe
good productions were possible. The
results have exceeded expectations.
Barham recalls that their first big
break came when Rolls Royce needed a
video for a new iPad integration in their
cars. The producers thought it was
only logical to produce the video on an
iPhone. They turned to the Filmic app.
“The first piece they did was especially
beautiful; they certainly didn’t expect
the results would be that good.”
Word spread in the industry about
Filmic. That led director, Sean Baker,
to create “Tangerine” entirely with
iPhones in 2015. The full-length feature film, “premiered at Sundance and
got picked up by Magnolia pictures for
domestic distribution and met a variety
of international distributors.” Barham
says. “That certainly showed us that the
production value was good enough to
play the biggest venues in the world.”
As iPhone cameras
have increased in resolution, so has their
acceptance in the
industry. Barham says
that iPhones are now
used in productions at
almost every level. He
tells us that directors
like Steven Soderbergh and Matthew
Cherry are embracing
mobile filmmaking.

Desktop-level
editing on mobile

Terri Morgan is the
Co-Founder of LumaTouch, which developed the LumaFusion
editing app. She tells
us that mobile eating
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is gaining traction, as well: “Many
journalists, especially in Europe, have
completely switched to shooting on
mobile, editing on mobile, and delivering from mobile.”
Terri spent many years as an editor
and tells us that there is something
exciting about editing with a mobile
device. “It means that you’re editing
more often. And when you edit more
often, you just get better at editing. It’s
a skill and a craft. The more you do it,
the better you get.”
Of course, there are limitations to
mobile editing compared to desktop.
However, Terri says that it really gives
you a new workflow. “You can spend

IF YOU NEED AN EXTRA
SHOT, YOU’VE GOT
YOUR CAMERA AND
EDIT SYSTEM IN ONE.
more time thinking about your story.
About how you want it to flow. If you
need an extra shot, you’ve got your
camera and your edit system in one.
So, you can go right there and get
that extra shot. It actually changes the
flow of how your ideas come out, and
how you work with your story.”
Both of these leaders say that the
mobile device won’t completely replace a camera or editing system, but
they are both excited about the future.
As processors get better, so do their
apps. It is certainly safe to say that professionals are looking more and more
to the tools they carry with them.
Jeff Chaves was trained in video production in
the Army and has been involved in the industry
for more than 30 years. He and his wife run
Grace Pictures Inc.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72026925
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by
byErik
ErikFritts
Fritts

What
Whatdoes
doesaafilm
filmdirector
directordo?
do?
What is a director and what exactly
do they do within the production process? This article aims to answer this
question and more, as we explore:
The Role of the Director.

The assistant director
Contrary to the way it sounds, the assistant
director is not next in line to be a director. The
AD has a completely different role and skillset.
In fact, this is not an artistic role but a managerial one. The AD devises schedules, tracks daily
progress, coordinates logistics and is the director’s link to cast and crew. In fact, being an AD
is not a common stepping stone on the path to
becoming a director.

A film production often has a director
of photography, art director, casting
directors, and more. Each is responsible for their own individual departments. However, the captain of the
ship is known simply as the director.
What is a director? What exactly does
the director do? Are all directors the
same? This article aims to answer
those questions and more, as we explore: The Role of The Director.
In the broadest sense, the director
conceptualizes a creative vision and
style of the project and coordinates
artistic efforts to realize that vision.
Film, TV, and video are all separate
beasts that fall under the umbrella of
‘moving images’. Thus, these media
each require similar, but distinctly different skill sets.

Directing for film
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In the world of narrative filmmaking, the director interprets the script
and coordinates the efforts of several
creative departments towards one
artistic vision. As such, the director is
the top level of the artistic hierarchy in
cinema. They answer the all-important
question: “Where does the camera go?”
This is literal in the placement of
the camera(s) but also can be taken
as a metaphor for the narrative or the
way in which the story is told.
Sometimes, the director writes the
script. Other times, a producer who
already has the rights to the script
may hire a director. At the very least,
directors study the screenplay in great
detail. From this, they develop a vision
of the film, which they communicate
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Truffaut argued that the directors who had
flexibility over how the script was realized
made better films. Thus, these directors became
known as auteurs — french for ‘Author’. This
distinction was important because, under European Copyright Law, a work of art can only have
one author and the author owns the copyright.
However, some film theorists and critics argue
that as a collaborative medium, film does not
have a single author. Instead, there is a team
of people who work together to create it. They,
therefore, disregard the auteur theory as flawed.

to their crew, usually through department heads such as a cinematographer (or DP), production designer and
costume designer.
The director also works with cast
on performances. In fact, directors
may also even take charge of selecting
the cast. They may also be involved
in post-production, working with the
editor, sound designer, and composers
to bring their vision to fruition.
Common paths to directing include
working as a screenwriter, cinematographer or editor. Each of these roles requires an understanding of how to craft
a story. Actors also frequently make the
switch to working behind the camera.
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Directing for TV

Episodic
In the world of scripted episodic TV shows, both
broadcast and streaming, directors are often
‘gun for hire’ types, who come in to direct a
few episodes but don’t stay with any show for
very long. They have some say in the style of a
particular episode but usually are not in charge
of the overall artistic vision or tone of the series,
which instead is the territory of writers. The top
of the artistic hierarchy is called the ‘showrunner.’ For this reason, TV is often considered to be
a writer’s medium, while film is considered the
director’s medium.
These directors are usually only responsible
for production but have little influence on script
and post-production. They are not involved with
casting the show, but they do with work with
actors on their performance. There are some TV
shows that have long-term directors who stay
with the show for many episodes, but this is
less common. These directors often have a little
more say in the creative tone of the show.
In the world of episodic TV, there is even a
slight difference between Single-cam TV shows
and multi-cam productions. Directing multi-cam
is a little more like directing a stage play, while
single-cam is a little closer to directing film.
Live TV
Directing live TV broadcasts, such as sports
and news, requires different skills. The main

Despite the title, the assistant director does not typically go on to direct their
own productions. The AD’s strengths are in organization and communication
while the director focuses on storytelling.

difference is that the live TV director watches
several camera feeds at once, often from a
control booth, and ‘calls’ the show in real-time,
cutting between cameras, asking for specific
shots and adding sound cues. Like in film and
TV, the live TV director coordinates a team,
overseeing the placement of cameras, lights,
and sound gear. However, in Live TV, there are
no reshoots and little post-production; as the
edit is all done live, as well.
Live TV doesn’t often have as detailed a script
as in film or narrative episodic TV, but there are
still loose scripts and rundowns of how the show
is planned to proceed.

Directing for Video

In the world of video production, the director
often wears many hats. Depending on the size of
the crew, they might also produce, operate the
camera and edit. They often also deal more with
the technical aspects of the production — camera, sound, and lighting. However, most importantly, they are responsible for realizing the final
vision of the project.

Are you ready to be a director?

The director is the most high-profile job in production. It’s the job everyone has heard of, and
most people getting into production initially want
to direct. Doing the job well means being an artist, a technician, a leader, and a collaborator.
contents

Erik Fritts has experience in TV, Short Film, and Corporate
video. He holds a BA in Film Production from CSU Sacramento and is currently an MFA Student at USC.
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You can comment on this article by going online:
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Managing too much work

by W . H. Bourne
by W. H. Bourne

It can tempting to take on any
work that's offered. However,
this habit can turn destructive
if you don't manage your time
effectively. Here are some tips for
reigning in your workload.

What do you do when you’ve been
offered more work than you can handle? That’s a question many freelancers are frequently faced with. After
all, for content producers, it’s usually
feast or famine. Because of this, many
producers often over-commit. Sadly,
this can have dangerous repercussions
for your business, ranging from shoddy work to missing a delivery date.
As we all know, a blown deadline or
a bad review on Yelp! can haunt you
for quite some time. Even with a great
reel, customer reviews and referrals
are important when it comes to finding your next job. Thus, it’s critical to
produce quality products and deliver
by your deadlines — if not before. But
when there’s a multitude of projects
and only one of you, how do you get
everything done?

on time are two of the most important
tasks for an independent contractor.
Juggling too many projects in a month
becomes tricky. In fact, it may be an
impossible feat if you can’t efficiently
schedule your time and effectively work
within your given time constraints. I
know that many freelancers cringe at
the thought of creating a daily work
schedule, but often, it is the only way to
ensure you meet your deadlines.

Scheduling is paramount

Think like a business

Obviously, showing up for the shoot on
the right day and delivering the product
As you build on your
production schedule,
be sure to include
time for the administrative tasks and
marketing efforts
that keep your business moving.
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ample, focusing on finding your next
ample, focusing on finding your next
job makes it easy to fall behind on the
job makes it easy to fall behind on the
projects you already have. At the same
projects you already have. At the same
time, advertising your services, sendtime, advertising your services, sending out reels, meeting with potential
ing out reels, meeting with potential

JUGGLING PROJECTS
GETS TRICKY IF YOU
CAN'T EFFICIENTLY
SCHEDULE YOUR TIME.
clients, and displaying at events to
clients, and displaying at events to
promote your business are all imporpromote your business are all important activities for content producers
tant activities for content producers
who want to build, maintain or grow
who want to build, maintain or grow
a business. So, when creating your
a business. So, when creating your
schedule, be sure to provide dedicated
schedule, be sure to provide dedicated
time for this. Dedicating time for
time for this. Dedicating time for
mundane business tasks like organizmundane business tasks like organizing weekly receipts and filing papering weekly receipts and filing paperwork saves you time in the long run,
work saves you time in the long run,
especially during tax season. Five to
especially during tax season. Five to
ten minutes a day can ultimately free
ten minutes a day can ultimately free
up more time for production work.
up more time for production work.

Understand your workflow
Understand
your workflow
Let’s say that you’ve committed to the

full screen

Let’s say that you’ve committed to the
delivery of a commercial on Monday,
delivery of a commercial on Monday,
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a graduation on Thursday and a wedding on Friday. How can a busy video
producer keep up with deadlines like
that every week? Understanding your
workflow is important when it comes
to scheduling your work days.
If I were to ask you how much time
it takes you to produce your content,
would you know the answer? Can you
break down each step of the process
and tell me how long it takes to meet
with the client, shoot the content,
transfer and back-up the files, edit the
video, add graphics, color correct and
export the project for delivery in the
desired format? Knowing the answers
to these questions can be very beneficial when scheduling your time and
calculating how many new projects
you can commit to.

Use templates

As a freelancer working in a gig economy, it’s easy to get distracted. For ex-
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Consider this scenario: You just shot
multi-camera for a wedding and have
ten hours of footage that needs to
be synced. Delivery of the wedding
video has been promised within ten
days. How can you meet this deadline
when you have three other projects
due on the same day? For those of
you who produce a lot of the same
content, building templates for shooting, editing and creating graphics
can expedite your projects. This is
something that has been done in TV
news production for years. If you
know that the “reception” portion of
the wedding video is only going to be
fifteen minutes long, you can scrub
through the footage and quickly pull
out only what you need.

Hire help

If there’s too much work, you may
want to consider picking up freelancers for the project. There’s a good
chance you’re already hiring operators for your two and three camera
shoots. Likewise, paying someone to
edit or do graphics on a project might
make sense when you have more
work than you can handle. Even hiring a college student to string clips
might free up enough time for you to
take on extra work.

Know when to pass

If you’re swamped, you might want to
consider referring your client to other
freelancers that you trust. In addition
to helping out your loyal customers,
many content producers find that this
leads to reciprocity. Even if you’re not
fully booked, there are projects you
should sometimes consider passing
on, particularly if a client appears to
have unreasonable demands or expectations. Remember: a micro-managing
client who wants to see your wedding
reception shot lists or demands neverending re-edits on the final project will
burn through your time.

ADJUSTING YOUR PRICE
FOR QUICK DEADLINES
ALLOWS YOU SOME
CUSHIONING.

Regardless of the pay, delivery dates
are critical — especially when building customer relations. If possible, add
an extra week onto your production
time so you can deliver the product
early. If you can’t make a delivery
date, contact your client as soon as
possible. Then, consider offering them
a cash discount on the work. Extra
money in the pocket can go a long
way in appeasing a client.

Factor in contingencies

What do you do if your editing rig
crashes? Do you have enough space
on your credit card to simply order
another one? What happens if you’re
sick with the flu? Will these potential
catastrophes affect your workload and
prevent you from meeting your deadlines? Creating a plan in advance for
disasters like this will help to prevent
projects from backing up.

Avoid burnout
Provide exceptional
customer service

In this industry, there can be a tendency to view a project as ‘just another
gig’ instead of an opportunity to build
a client-base for further work. Making
deadlines and keeping your clients
happy will create loyalty and repeat
business. Besides, there’s nothing
better for you business than a wordof-mouth referral. Keep this in mind
when taking on more work.
There’s a saying about content
production that I really like: “There’s
good, there’s fast, and there’s cheap.
Usually, you only get two of the three.”
Good content is a given. So, make the
other two variables negotiable with
your client. If your customer is on a
budget, give yourself some flexibility by setting a delivery date several
months into the future. Doing so will
afford you the opportunity to take on
more projects that may need a faster
turn-around. Additionally, adjusting
your price for quick deadlines allows
you some cushioning in case you need
to hire a freelancer to ensure an ontime delivery.
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Remember that scene from “The
Shining” where Shelly Duvall finds
page after page of, “All work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy”? Do
you want your spouse to react in
horror as they watch you working
sixteen hours-a-day, seven-days-aweek, chained to an editing machine
because you’ve over-committed?
For that matter, would you like to
keep that spouse? A great way to
prevent burnout is to pencil-in date
nights and activities with family
and friends. You may also want to
consider blocking out some time for
a vacation at least once a year. Don’t
remake “The Shining.” I promise you,
no one wants to see you looking and
behaving like Jack Nicholson did in
that film, all because you took on too
much work! So save your sanity, your
relationships and your business by
simply managing your time.
W. H. Bourne wears many hats. In addition to
her work in journalism and corporate video,
she is a screenwriter and an award-winning
director.
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by Chris “Ace” Gates
by Chris “Ace” Gates
There are many options for transcoding
your source footage
so that it plays nice
with your editing
system. The simplest way to create
proxies, however, is
to use the builtin proxy creation
tool found in most
professional video
editing software.

Video technology is advancing all
the time. How can you keep up
and efficiently deliver a quality
edit on time? Simple, with proxies. What are proxies and why
do we need them? Let’s take
a closer look at this time- and
resource-saving technology.

There’s an embarrassment of riches in
the world of video. The powerful tools
that are used to tell cinematic stories are
readily available to anyone with a desire
for filmmaking. Even cameras that
deliver 4K footage are commonly found
at consumer prices, and 8K cameras are
within the reach of a modest budget.
So, with rich colors and spectacular
depth, HDR video is gaining ground
as more capable display devices enter
the market. However, these amazing formats come at a cost outside of
their price tag. The true quality they
deliver in production is dependent on
file formats that require a lot of space
and bandwidth. Thus, this burdens
the systems used to edit them. So,
how can you keep up and efficiently
deliver a quality edit on-time? Simple,
with proxies.

What are proxies?
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Proxies are duplicate files of a project’s source footage. The proxy footage is a transcoded file that’s smaller
in file size and at a lower bitrate than
the original. Editors build an offline
edit using the proxy footage and conform it as a final edit that utilizes the
source footage.
More importantly, editing with
proxies has a long history in the postproduction industry. It’s easy to do
and has a lot of benefits for an editor
who is looking for an efficient postproduction pipeline.
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The process for setting-up an offline
edit that utilizes proxies starts at the
beginning of post-production. While
you ingest the source footage, you can
set your video editing application to
transcode copies of the footage. This
is where you’ll determine what you
need for a proxy in terms of file size
and format.
You should select the transcode
settings that reduce the overall file size
and play efficiently on your editing
system. Once the footage is ingested
and transcoded, the project is edited
using the proxies. When you’ve completed your edit, you can swap out the
proxies with the source footage for
your final output.

A tradition from film

There’s a hidden history to proxies
that comes from film editing. Most
motion pictures that are shot on film
use a digital intermediary for post-production. The editor scans the film into
a digital form using a telecine process.
The film editor cuts the digital proxies
of the source film.
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Even before the days of the digital
intermediary process, film editors
wouldn’t cut up the actual source
footage during the editing process.
Before digitization, film editing was
a physical process in which the editor
would literally cut the film and then
splice shots together with tape. This

YOU SHOULD SELECT
THE TRANSCODE SETTINGS THAT REDUCE
THE OVERALL FILE SIZE.
process, however, put the physical
film at risk from damaging scratches
and accidental folds.
In order to mitigate the risk, the
film editor would work with a workprint — a physical copy of the source
footage. This allowed the editor to
make multiple cuts using the same
footage without ever touching the
source stock. Once the edit was finalized, the editor conformed the source

footage to the final cut. Even though
the film industry wasn’t dealing with
the issues of file size and bandwidth
or bitrate, they were still looking to
make the editing process more efficient for the filmmaker.

Proxies in today’s
post-production environment

There are several reasons an editor
might want to edit with proxies rather
than work with the full resolution
source footage.
It’s no secret that modern postproduction environments and pipelines are quite robust. Video editing
applications are able to handle a wide
range of projects and video formats.
However, there are always new technologies coming out and challenges
that will slow down even the most
advanced edit suites. Consequently,
the primary reason an editor might
choose to edit with proxies is to speed
up the editing process.
High-resolution video formats,
especially when uncompressed, are
able to capture incredible amounts
of detail and color information. The
trade off is that these high-res formats
can produce incredibly large files.
These enormous video files can tax
the resources of the average video
editing computer.

When you set up a project that references large quantities of these files,
often referencing more than one file
at a time, your computer can grind
to a halt or even fail to display the
video. Luckily, using proxies gives you
the ability to edit the project while
reducing the load on your system’s
resources. As a result, you save time.

ENORMOUS VIDEO FILES
CAN TAX THE RESOURCES OF THE AVERAGE
EDITING COMPUTER.
Working with proxies helps you move
more efficiently through the edit.

DAM workflow

Almost every industry now uses video
in a variety of ways. As a result, there
are more in-house studios then there
were in the past. Sometimes, these
in-house studios need to rely on an
established Digital Asset Management
infrastructure. However, the problem
occurs when the DAM isn’t meant for
video production. In this case, you’ll
need to find an efficient way to edit
while keeping the integrity of their
source footage for archiving.
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Master:
Choosing a Music Video Genre
Forming Ideas for Music Videos
Contracts for Music Videos
Pre-Production for Music Videos
Directing Music Video Shoots
Editing Music Video
Find the right concept and your video will
appeal to audiences and show off the
music to its best ability. But that's only the
first step. You'll also need to understand
the nuts and bolts of putting the video
together, directing musicians, editing for
music and even protecting yourself with
an ironclad contract. Available in DVD or
Digital Downloadable Formats.

Learn more at:
videomaker.com/VideosThatRock
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SHOOT LIKE A PRO
Editing with proxies allows a video team to
capture the highest-quality video possible while
allowing the post-production pipeline to scale to
fit within the organization’s digital infrastructure.

Lack of infrastructure

In a similar vein to an in-house video team
dependent on a non-video infrastructure is the
in-house video team without an infrastructure.
This is the situation in which multiple editors are
working on a large project, but they’re stuck with
video editing suites that are confined to their
local computer. The editors need to reference the
same source footage, but there’s no pipeline or
common storage for them to work from.

Coordinate Multiple Cameras

In this situation, transcoded proxies are
much easier to place on each individual
computer. It takes less time to set everyone
on the team up, and it keeps space available
for other projects. An added benefit is that the
source footage is safe on a drive separate from
accident-prone team members.
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On the go

There are many commercially available laptops
powerful enough to edit video. This is an excellent option for video professionals who travel as
a regular part of their role. The downside to this
is that while laptops can readily handle video
editing operations, they can’t always handle the
footage that goes into them.
With proxies, you can quickly respond to
your clients and fit more projects into your
calendar. Once you return to your primary
editing suite, you can offload the edit and
FullPageAD_NEWTemplate.indd 48
online the project.

Multi-site post

Proxies are a technical solution that help
editors transverse great distances. Post-production operations don’t have to be on-site,
or even the same continent, to keep production moving. Large footage files that escalate
into terabytes of storage are difficult and time
consuming to transfer through the internet.
A remote production or post-production
facility can create proxies to send digitally
while the source files are delivered through
physical media. The proxies keep the editor
from waiting on the physical post. This can
shave days off of a production schedule.

Powerful low-noise preamplifiers for superb audio
Built-in LiPo battery for up to 10 hours of run time

XLR and TRS inputs
Removeable Cheese Plate

eartec.com
800.399.5994
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Simply The Best!

ROYALTY FREE

MUSIC
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• Unlimited Uses in Unlimited Productions
• 1 Low Buy-Out Price
• Used by Major Hollywood Film & TV Studios
• FREE Music for personal YOUTUBE Videos

CSSMusic.com

800•468•6874

Should you use proxies?

Proxies do require some additional setup time
and forethought. However, there are many
FullPageAD_NEWTemplate.indd 48
situations
where proxies become a great
time saver in the long run. They can help the
individual editor who lacks the computing
power work efficiently with large format files.
Or, they can help out a team that’s spread out
over great distances. Proxies are nothing new,
but they’re a great solution for new problems,
including ones that have yet to be seen.

12/10/18 10:51 AM

Chris “Ace” Gates is a four time Emmy Awardwinning writer and producer. He is a big fan of
animation and transmedia storytelling.
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Like Adobe Premiere Pro and other pro-level editing
software, Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve has built-in tools
for mass proxy creation.
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OPINION
by Sean Berry

“Joker” divides: Should controversial
movies win Oscars?

Despite much of the controversy surrounding it, “Joker” smashed the box
office. It’s now the most successful
R-rated film of all time. Despite this,
the film has divided the public and
critics over whether it’s too controversial to be recognized at award shows.
It’s been branded as one of the most
controversial movies in recent times.
There are also fears that the film
could inspire violence.
While many critics believe that “Joker” shouldn’t be awarded for its controversial stances, recent polling suggests
that audiences want to see more controversial movies that explore moral gray
areas. In an Oct. 11-13 Morning Consult
survey, the survey found audiences are
split over whether they want films with
or without a clear hero and villain. The
‘with’ opinion comes in at 51 percent,
while the ‘without’ opinion comes in at
49 percent. In a similar poll, 52 percent
of 2,198 U.S adults said movies should
show moral ambiguity.

Morning Consult poll

A recent Morning Consult poll found
viewers are split. More than half of

respondents prefer more challenging
movies where questions of morality are
less clear.

Is “Joker” too controversial to be
acknowledged or should controversial movies be treated equally?

There’s been a lot of concern over the
graphic violence in “Joker.” Thankfully,
there is no instance of violence tied to
“Joker”. However, many have branded
it as a film that will incite violence and
urged for it not to be supported.
Ironically, the controversy helped
the film. It became an event film. The
more the film was branded as too
controversial, the more it sparked the
interest of audiences.
Additionally, according to Paul Dergarabedian, a senior media analyst at
Comscore Inc., the success of “Joker”
is “reflective of a desire by audiences
to be challenged by movies.” Similar to
Martin Scorsese’s “Taxi Driver”, from
which it took inspiration, “Joker” has
challenged audiences with its controversial topics.
Also, films like “Joker” are more
likely to do better during times of so-
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This Morning Consult poll found viewers are torn between films taking a more obvious
stance and ones being more ambiguous.
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Resources

Did you know that Videomaker has a whole library of free training
downloads available to anyone interested in making better video?

Go to Videomaker.com/FreeReports

Critics are torn about “Joker”

Now, not all critics are against “Joker.”
Far from it. It has gained critical attention and has won a few awards
already, despite being one of this
years’ most controversial movies. But
how does the Academy feel about
the film? In a story published by The
Hollywood Reporter, a member of the
Academy’s executives’ branch said “I
don’t think the Academy should honor a film with such controversial elements.” Those are strong words that
go against what audiences believe.
When polled, 68 percent of them believe a good film should be rewarded,
regardless of whether it’s controversial
or not. Likewise, 76 percent of 238 surveyed people who saw “Joker” believe
the film should be nominated for an
Oscar. It’s clear that audiences want
the best films to be awarded, despite
potentially ruffling society’s feathers.
That isn’t to say the Academy is completely against “Joker” and films like
it. Another member in the producers’
branch said he was “torn” over the “responsible” choice “as a voter.” However,
there is a clear divide between critics
and audiences. Critics debate about
what fits best into culture and audiences
just want to be entertained by a good
film and see it be rewarded when it succeeds in doing that.
Sean Berry is a blogger and Videomaker Contributing Editor.
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cial unrest. Kendall Phillips, a professor
at Syracuse University’s department of
communication and rhetorical studies,
said controversial films are more likely
to do better “during times of cultural or
social upheaval.” Why? Because audiences crave “darker fare” as a way for
them to process what is happening in
the world.

More Free Training
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